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Colonial Marble and Granite: Using Quote Countertops
and Digital Technology to Drive Sales and Efficiency

O

ver the last several years,
the Slippery Rock Gazette
has reviewed apps and
digital tech devices developed
specifically for the stone industry. Our conclusion: there are
many great options available.
So: how do you choose what fits
your shop? The Slippery Rock
Gazette talked to Colonial Marble
and Granite about its experience
being an early adopter of digital
technology, and their experience
using Quote Countertops.
Founded in 2006, Colonial
has its corporate and fabrication location in King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, and three showroom/slab yard locations in New
Cumberland,
Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and
New Castle, Delaware. Colonial
Marble and Granite serves a
diverse market which includes
both retail and commercial,
and covers the entire state of
Philadelphia, Delaware, New
Jersey, and the southern boroughs

SRG: Why and when did you
decide to try Quote Countertops
software?
Nikos Papadopoulos: About
eight years ago, we started to
look for different tools that create engagement with customers.
When we looked at the Quote
Countertops tool, what it offered
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For every case of Integra adhesive purchased, participants earn
an entry in the drawing. “Going
to the Masters is on a lot of guy’s
bucket list,” says Jeff Dykstra,
BBI VP of Revenue Operations.
“There are a very limited number of
Competition Day passes available.”
Case purchases qualifying for the
drawing will be valid from June 15,
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of New York. The company additionally serves the Maryland market north of Baltimore, and will be
expanding in to the Washington
D.C. market with a showroom/
slab yard in the near future. They
produce 50 to 120 countertops
per day, and employ from 230 to
300 plus team members.
Representing Colonial Marble
and Granite in our conversation is Owner-President, Nikos
Papadopoulos, and Senior Vice
President of Marketing, Sales
and Design, Sandra Phillips.
Representing Quote Countertops
is COO/ Managing Partner,
Frank Sciarrino, and Chief
Sales Officer, Stephen Fiumara.
Colonial Marble and Granite uses the unique tools in Quote Countertops to engage customers,
enhance their shopping experience, and get them into their showrooms and satellite locations.

seemed a good choice to support
our marketing efforts, initially all
online. We wanted the ability to
have the customer in the driver’s
seat, and to create a conversion
online that helped the customer

Go to the Masters with BBI and Integra
Industries and Integra announce a special promotion. Now through the end of 2022,
fabricators can be entered in a drawing for one of two tickets to attend
the 2023 Masters Golf Tournament,
to be held April 2023 on its traditional home course in Augusta,
Georgia.

Larry M Hood
Peter J. Marcucci

2022 through December 31, 2022.
A Masters ticket and accommodations are included with winning
selections, according to Dykstra.
“Two winners will be announced
at our Third Annual TISE party
in February, 2023.” Complete
details are available at www.
BBIndustriesLLC.com/masters .

best customer service and the best
value for the money. This is accomplished by delivering exceptional
products and first-class service to
our partners in the stone, tile, and
concrete industries. For more info,
visit BBIndustriesLLC.com, and
BBIndustriesLLC on social channels LinkedIn, Instagram, TikTok, and
facebook.com/BBIndustriesLLC.
USA .

Integra Adhesives manufactures
innovative adhesive products for
Solid Surface, Quartz Surfaces,
Natural Stone and Composites.
Based in Durham, North Carolina,
Integra is part of IPS Adhesives’ famSince its beginning in 1994, BBI’s ily of brands. For more information
philosophy has been to offer the visit www.integra-adhesives.com .

go through an expectation in
the sales process, almost as if
they’re a designer browsing our
website. We needed two functionalities: one being the estimation and quoting process, and the
other was to really take (customers) through a visualization journey, creating a visual experience
for them, which was a new concept in the market place.
What was really unique about
it was that it allowed businesses
like ours to create a model and
a template that really catered to

us. We could showcase what we
wanted to showcase, and create a price point for transparency
online, which in the beginning I
was a little skeptical about. But
there’s a benefit to honesty. By
putting a price point out there, we
were able to see instant success
through a tool that showcased our
products. So, as we got to see it
work, it was almost instantaneous
success for our sales reps, and our
business, and a real boost to our
business’s exposure online.
Please turn to page 2
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Using Technology to Drive
Sales and Efficiency
Continued from page 1

SRG: One innovation we are
very curious about are the standalone kiosks. Do you have kiosks
available in all of your showrooms, for when customers walk
in?
Nikos: Yes, we do.
Stephen Fiumara: One of
the big differences between
Enterprise subscription, which
Colonial is using, and the rest of
the subscriptions is the ability to
use the kiosk feature. Shops get a
kiosk because they’re using it for
full quoting in their showroom.
SRG: How do they work, and
can clients use Quote Countertops
from their homes to get a feel for
what you offer?
Nikos: There are two different
ways kiosks can be used in the
showroom. One – we have kiosks
that have everything all ready
built out to our model on the
showroom floor, so if customers
are waiting, the sales rep can create the visual encounter right then
and there, choosing and selecting the color cabinetry they have,
wallpaper, etcetera. This way,
they can establish some sort of
visual dialogue through the selections they’ve made. The second,
in-showroom opportunity that
showcases the technology, is in
the slab yard. When they are going
through their material selection,
sales reps have their tablets and
the software, where they can go
directly to the link on our website.

They can actually going through
the selection process with the customer, right then. At that point,
they’ve gone through the start of
the process, identifying what the
kitchen essentially looks like, and
how these new selections along
the process are going to fit into
that design.
Prior to that, these customers
have had such a strong engagement online, and they are already
familiar with the tool prior to
coming in, because they’ve gotten to play around with it before
even setting foot inside our showroom. So we do experience a lot
of customers who have already
been through a selection process. The technology is a big part
of why the customers were able
to engage with the process and
our company, prior to walking
through our doors.
SRG: When a customer steps
up to the kiosk touchscreen, how
easy is it for them to interact with
the Quote Countertops software?
Nikos: Very easy. To be completely honest, had they not built a
very user-friendly experience, we
wouldn’t have seen this success.
I think the mobile capabilities of
the technology are exceptional.
The fact the customer can actually go through the process as easily as they can – that’s the whole
beauty of the system. It’s amazing you can have a custom product where the customer is taken
through all the different intricacies of fabrication, the installation
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Colonial Marble and Granite uses
theEnterprisesystemof software
with includes interactive kiosks
offered by Quote Countertops.

and the design. The technology in
Quote Countertops really eliminated the difficult part of it. The
mobile part of this app is a great
tool. A mobile experience that
gives you visualization and estimation so easily speaks volumes
as to why we’ve seen the conversions that we do, and why the
customers are so engaged in this
quoting process.
SRG: When customers are finished putting in their information,
and it comes down to closing the
sale, how close is the price at the
kiosk or on their mobile device
to the final contract price? Is it
fairly close?
Nikos: We have a pretty strict
model where we want to meet
the customer’s price point at least
a minimum of 80 percent of the
time, and we get very close to
that number. There’s a lot of hidden services fees that wouldn’t
be shown, even there. We have
a model, and the way we have
our pricing packages really eliminates that part of it. The tool has
a square foot calculator inside of
it – that part was genius – because
customers ask, ‘What does 30
or 45 square feet mean to me?’
They don’t know how to come
up with that number. But a square
foot calculating tool makes it so
simple. They say, ‘we are just
going to go to our back wall and
Colonial Marble and Granite
showroom. Their 4 showrooms
are equipped with a Quote
Countertop kiosk.

This kiosk display in a mall setting sends customer information and
quote requests back to Colonial Marble and Granite for follow-up.

we are going to measure this.’ It
has all the appliances and everything factored into a tool that is
very easy to use, so you’re able
to get pretty accurate to the final
price point. Clearly, how custom
the project is adds to that. But for
me, when it comes to the feedback of my sales reps who get the
leads that are coming from these
quotes, this is where the industry
process always was: you would
have a customer step in with so
many square feet, this is the material that I’m interested in, and
can we get a quote? That process is completely reversed now.
The customer is getting essentially a design of what it can look
like, they are getting their square
footage and their calculations all
plugged into the tool, and the sales
rep essentially is provided – in the
actual quote that was calculated
by the system– what the color of
the cabinets are, what the colors
of the floor are, the paint colors,
etcetera. Additionally, they are
getting a visual on the design side
of it, showing where the customers are going with the project, or

what the customers like, and the
feedback we get from our sales
reps is, ‘How easy is this!’
The customer has done a lot
of the work, but more importantly we get an idea of where
they want to go with this project. And it’s not just numbers
that are on a quote or a contact
form. Customers essentially have
a design center with this app, and
they also have someone here (our
designer Sandra Phillips) who is
a true designer. We know how
that process works. We don’t
want to take away from having an
in-house designer, but we want to
put the customer in the front seat
to feel like they’re a part of that
journey; the technology allows
them to do that, and also makes it
easy for the sales rep.
At the very front end of the
project, our sales reps are receiving price points the customers
are familiar with. It’s not like
you have anything hidden. It’s
all exposed in the middle and
the front of the quote. And that’s
fantastic!
Please turn to page 3
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Using
Technology
Continued from page 2

Frank Sciarrino: One thing I’d
like to add on the quote side, is
that Nikos’ team is an example of
actually committing to something
and putting it through the process. Some people, it’s one thing
to sign up for a software package,
but then they don’t use it to its full
abilities. Colonial saw the advantages, and they implemented it
the right way, in different parts of
their businesses.
Nikos: Thank you for that,
Frank. Sandra, I know you can
add some highlights. Sandra is
our Senior Vice President of marketing, sales and design, so all the
sales funnels and design funnels
that come through the business are
under her wing. She’s on the social
platforms daily. There are so many
things you can do with the technology, as Frank pointed out. We
really engaged in taking it everywhere we can take it, because it
converts so well.
Sandra Phillips: One of the
really exciting things is that we
use the visualizer tool for both
kitchens and designs, as well as
the estimating tool on our social
platforms, on the paid side and
also on the promotional side. What
that means is that we give the customers an opportunity to know
us, where they otherwise might
not have heard about us. It gives
us exposure. They see the visualizer tool and innately they become
very curious. ‘What is this?’ they
ask. It’s interactive, it immediately
gets them engaged in our products,
as they’re able to go on there and
start trying it out.
We’ve actually seen between
a 30 and 40 percent increase in
new followers, and people coming through who are very interested in finding out more about
our products just based on the
visualizer tool. It’s also really fun
and engaging, and it takes them
through that journey, as Nikos was
saying, where they’re actually in
control of the design. So it gives
them the ability to explore without
full commitment. They can take
themselves through the journey of
doing a darker, more mood-type of
kitchen, and then they can explore
something very airy and clean,
without any judgment. They’re
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just sort of playing around, and
seeing what sticks with them. This
is very interesting, because it is
definitely a driver of business that
you don’t really expect, especially
on the social platforms.
One of the great things about
design, and some of the challenges
that designers in general have, is
that sometimes when clients come
in, they don’t really know what
they like, or they might misrepresent a particular style. An example
is someone might come in saying
that they are “very contemporary.”
They want something very contemporary, but they actually want
it to look very classic. And when
they go through the visualizer
tool, one of the things that is very
helpful for a designer using the
platform, is it helps them have a
little insight to the client and what
they are looking at when they go
through that process in-person. So,
when they are on the tool, they can
navigate and define what classic or
contemporary or even modern is to
them–which is different for everybody. Somebody who is classically trained might take a look at
it and say, ‘Well, that’s very traditional. That’s not even classical
at all!’ And the colors that clients
are navigating definitely give the
designers help. You know, where
they can say, ‘Okay–that’s it!’
Someone who is not able to verbalize what they really like is able
to create it on this tool, present it to
the designer, and when they come
in to our location, we can then take
that inspiration and relay it back to
them in reality, and show them the
products and the items that will

produce the design that they are
truly looking for. This shortens the
process, too! It takes their essential
concept straight to our sales process. It’s a quicker transaction, as
opposed to it being really lengthy,
having to discover what it is that
the customer is looking for. So it’s
an excellent tool for our designers
as well.
SRG: Can a designer use the tool
to develop ideas and prices, and
then present options to the client?
Sandra: That’s a good question.
Someone like myself– I might
actually go in there to play around
with budget. I might go in there and
say, ‘Okay, what’s all this going to
look like?’ But mainly I use it for
the quoting portion, to arrive at a
budget. Usually, there’s a preconceived notion of (the customer)
saying, ‘I only want to spend X
amount of dollars in the creation
of my kitchen.’ And when you go
on the tool, you’re able to pull all
these ideas together, and arrive at
something that you’re able to present to the client. So it’s a useful
tool in that way, as well.
Frank: On that end of it, Sandra
and Nikos, you do custom fabrication for subcontractors like
designers and kitchen and bath
companies. What you’re saying
is this is a tool for the kitchen and
bath dealers, and if the customer
needs to see what a Silestone color,
or a Cambria color looks like with
certain cabinets, the dealers are
using it with their customers to get
a quote on design. You’re arming
your kitchen and bath dealers with

The Quote Countertops bathroom visualizer is another facet of the app
that kitchen and Bath outlets can use to design bathroom remodels.

The Quote Countertops Kitchen visualizer allows in-house designers and
web shoppers at home to experiment with stone colors and effects.

a tool that allows them to design.
Nikos: That’s right. I have
accounts right now, who have
catered their business the same
way we have online, generating leads and everything. We’ve
even created their own profiles
in the tool. I mean, we essentially get all the business. We will
go through the scheduling side of
it, but, essentially, we arm them
with a very strong conversion tool
for their business, so we all win,
right? If they don’t have great
experience on the sales end of it,
or they don’t have great exposure
online and on social platforms,
this technology can do that for
them. Again, they don’t have to
use our price points. They can go
out there and create whatever price
points they want and whatever colors they want to enable their customers to see options, as long as
it’s helping them to get conversions. We funnel down into different businesses that feed our overall
business, and it’s really neat that
the software allows for that to take
place, as well.
So, the kiosk has been really useful in our showrooms, and we also
use the kiosk in our trade shows.
Customers are walking up to our
booth, and playing around with
it. They love the idea that they
can explore it. We were utilizing
the kiosk feature in mall displays,
but since the pandemic, we paused
until we started to see activity
come back into mall showrooms.
However, the kiosk display at a
mall is self-generating leads all on
its own, 24 – 7, and you don’t have
to man it! So that’s another way
we use kiosks.
And as for trade shows, the
kiosk is really interactive. You
have this massive kiosk in front of
you offering all these features, and
you’re really playing to the benefit
of the technology.

SRG: In closing, what has been
the overall impact of having the
kiosks in your showrooms and
the Quote Countertops software
available to your clients?
Nikos: One benefit in the showroom is that the customer is (physically present), and nothing will
ever take away from the interaction of a face to face interaction,
right? We’re not expecting the
tool to replace that. We’re expecting the software to be a tool. Once
you actually have the customer
walk through your doors, you’re
listening, speaking and interacting, back and forth on the intricacies and the details of the project.
Then you can turn to the technology to show them really neat
things, based on the feedback that
you’re getting from them, and you
can even navigate toward what
the customer’s needs are, right
on to the tool by showing them
examples.
When you have a technology
with visualization features, that
also has estimation features —
for a customer, how cool is that?
You’re able to see something
out of your imagination. You’re
bringing a project to life, as you’re
accenting the colors and creating
the contrast and everything within
that essential scope of design,
using a tool. It may not be the
exact design, but it’s giving you
a visual of how everything will
look and feel, the color tones and
the moods you want for that room,
through the tool. So then the sales
reps can say, ‘Let me show you
what we can do and what this may
look like.’ Then they can go right
to the tool and be able to show
that. It’s almost an assisted sale,
utilizing the tool in the process.
Join us next month for Part II
of our interview with Colonial
Marble and Granite and review of
Quote Countertops.
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Training & Education

Natural Stone Vs. Manmade
Materials CEU Courses
Now Available from NSI

T

he Natural Stone Institute
is proud to announce two
new CEU courses covering Natural Stone vs. Manmade
Materials in Exterior and Interior
Applications.
Both courses compare the versatility, performance characteristics, and green building
considerations for both natural
stone and manmade materials.
Understanding these key points
will prepare participants with
knowledge for design concepts,
applications, and how to educate clients. Learning objectives
include:
• Defining and explaining attributes to understand what can
affect the performance of both
natural stone and manmade
materials.
• Comparing and contrasting the attributes and installation capabilities of natural stone
and manmade materials to understand the optimal building material choice for project design and
installation.

• Discussing common green
building considerations for these
materials, including embodied energy, potentially harmful
ingredients, and land impacts.
• Learning which innovative
design trends can be satisfied with
natural stone, including biophilic
design, complex geometries, and
textures to offer both creative and
aesthetic opportunity.

Daniel Wood, Natural Stone and
Materials Consultant for Lurvey
Supply and CEU Committee
chair said: “The material comparisons in these CEUs provide a
side by side look at the different
attributes and performance characteristics of both natural stone
and manmade materials. This
content will help the design community understand the differences
between them, their environmental footprints, and will allow them
to make more informed specification decisions.”
Both courses are approved
for AIA, IDCEC, LACES
and NKBA credit. These new
courses are available to certified CEU speakers for download and presentation through the
CEU Events dashboard. To learn
more about becoming a certified
CEU speaker through the Natural
Stone Institute, visit www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/CEU.
The Natural Stone Institute is
a trade association representing
every aspect of the natural stone
industry. The current membership
exceeds 2,000 members in over 50
nations. The association offers a
wide array of technical and training resources, professional development opportunities, regulatory
advocacy, and networking events.
Two prominent publications—the
Dimension Stone Design Manual
and Building Stone Magazine—
raise awareness within the natural
stone industry and in the design
community for best practices and
uses of natural stone. Learn more
at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org.

“Why don’t they pass a constitutional
amendment prohibiting anybody from
learning anything? If it works as well as
prohibition did, in five years we will
have the smartest people on earth.”
— Will Rogers, Weekly Articles
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Industry Calendar of Events
August 2022
NSI Online Webinars and Events
Stone Tolerance and Quality Control
When: Wednesday August 3, 11:00 AM — 12:00 PM (ET)
Maximizing Your NSI Membership
When: Wednesday August 3, 1:00 PM — 2:00 PM (ET)
Natural Stone University Live Q&A and Tutorial:
When: Thursday August 11, 1:00 PM — 3:00 PM (ET)
Artisan Group Annual Fishing Trip
When: August 25, 2022
Where: Yellowstone National Park

INTRODUCING

Dimension Stone
Design Manual 2022
The stone industry’s single-source reference for
dimension stone design and construction facts and details.

NSI Event
New Mexico Stone Summit: Take Your Organization to the Next Level
When: Thursday August 4, 9:00 AM — 3:00 PM (ET)
Where: Arizona Tile 5800 Venice Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113
SFA Workshop
When: August 4 – 5, 2022
Where The Colorado Floor Company, 102nd Ave., Henderson, CO 80640
ISFA Workshop
Certified Professional Fabrication - Solid Surface Training
When: Tuesday, August 9 – Thursday August 11, 2022
Where: Gecko Solid Surface Solutions, 4630 Sinclair Rd, San Antonio Texas, 78222
ISFA Podcast
Pricing Strategies – Installing Profitability Series Workshop, featuring Eric Tryon
When: Wednesday, August 10, 2022, 2PM (ET)
Where: Podcast
Fabricator’s Coach Coaching Session: Is That All This Data Is Good For?
When: Friday, August 19, 11:00 AM EST
Where: Online Webinar
Space limited. Register Online at:
https://fabricatorscoach.com/ session-registration-is-that-all-this-data-is-good-for
ISFA Roundtable
When: Monday August 22 – Wednesday, August 24, 2022
Where: Seattle, WA; More details to come.
NTCA Regional Training: Thick-Bed Installation
When: Friday August 26 – All day, hands-on training
Where: America’s Floor Source, 3374 Millennium Court, Columbus, Ohio 43219
Limited capacity: Visit www.tile-assn.com/events to register
Rockheads Shop Tour and Roundtable Event
When: August 31 - September 1, 2022 (EDT)
Where: Discover Surfaces, 1 Latti Farm Rd, Milbury MA, 01527

September 2022
ISFA Events
Behind the Surface Podcast: Identifying & Targeting Large Customers
When: Released September 7, 2022
NSI Online Events: Virtual Quarry Visit: Coldspring
When: Wednesday September 7, 11:00 AM — 12:00 PM (ET)
Installing Profitability Workshop
When: September 14, 2PM EST
NSI Event: 2022 Bluestone Study Tour
When: Sunday September 11 – Thursday, September 15, 2022
Where: Doubletree by Hilton, Binghamton, NY Hotel
Fabricator’s Coach 10 Week Workshop: Preparing for a Recession
When: Tuesdays, Beginning Sept. 13, 1:00 – 2:30PM ET
Where: Online Webinar
Note: Space is limited. Register Online at:
www.FabricatorsBusinessAcademy.com
ISFA Roundtable
When: September 27-29:
Where: Knoxville TN; Sponsored by BB Industries and Crossville

Access the digital version at
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/DSDM.
ISFA Mixer
When: September 29
Where: Knoxville, TN. Hosted by BB Industries, Knoxville headquarters
NSI Event: Virginia Stone Summit– Town Hall
When: Thursday September 22, 9:00 AM — 3:00 PM (ET)
Where: 44770 Old Ox Rd, Dulles, VA 20166
MB Stone Professional Hands-on Training: Intro to Stone Restoration
When: Tuesday, September 26 – Thursday. September 29, 2022
Where: MB Stone Pro facility, 2301 Industrial Park Drive, Wilson, NC 27893
For more information visit MBStonePro.com . Other class subjects available.

October 2022
NSI Webinar and Online Events: Maximizing Your Natural Stone Institute Membership
When: Tuesday October 4, 10:00 AM — 11:00 AM (ET)
Women in Stone: Get Involved
When: Tuesday October 11, 12:00 PM — 12:30 PM (ET)
NSI Event: North Carolina Stone Summit: Stone Shop Management
When: Thursday October 6, 9:00 AM — 3:00 PM (ET)
Where: 1108 Continental Blvd, Ste F, Charlotte, NC 28273
All Slab Fabbers
When: October 13-15, 202, (Host: Chris Hildebrand)
Where: Affordable Quality Marble and Granite, 1272 Powderhouse Rd SE, Aiken, SC 29803
ISFA Annual Conference
When: October 17-19, 2022
Where: Clearwater, Florida
For more information visit www.ISFANow.org/annual-conference
Hardscape North America Trade Show
When: October 19-21, 2022
Where: Louisville, Kentucky
For more information and to register visit www.HardscapeNA.com
For more information and to register, visit the NSI Events page , the ISFA Events page, the ASF Facebook/events page,
or visit mbstonepro.com. See our online calendar for additional monthly industry training opportunities.
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Three Tips to Get
More Retail Jobs
with Google Maps

oogle maps (currently
called Google Business
profile) is a MASSIVE
opportunity to get more countertop jobs. When people search in
Google for “granite countertops”
or any of the other terms that are
popular in the industry, they will
see ads at the top, the maps section
and then the organic section as
shown in sample 1.
The beauty of the maps section

Stephen Alberts
Countertop Marketing
think they will look at first? The
one with the most reviews, of
course! And Google does a great
job with showing that star rating
up front and center! So…

Tip #1: Get more reviews.
Yep, you got it. You need
more reviews for your fab shop’s

People are still “in love” with
their new countertop a week later.
Plus, you want to call them to see
if everything is OK. That’s good
customer service, plus you can
ask for that review!
• Follow up with an email and
an SMS message. Since the percentage is low from asking for a
review to getting one, you need
to hit it from all angles. Send an
email and a text message. Send
the customer right to your Google
profile.

Tip #2: Completely fill
out your profile.
There are a couple of common
mistakes I see in Google profiles
There are many fields in your

1

in the industry supply your company with material, but we are
limited with the categories that
Google will accept. Also, feel
free to leave out “cabinet store” if
you don’t sell cabinets.
In that Info screen make sure
to fill out everything on that page.
Down at the bottom there is a
From the Business section where
you can add content. It holds up
to 750 characters, so make sure
to complete it. And a ninja tip
is to add some keywords to this
section.
Do not stuff it with keywords,
but if you are a countertop company in Tampa, it won’t hurt
to include, “countertop company located in Tampa,” “granite and quartz countertops in
Tampa,” and similar keywords
in your description. Make it natural, though, using complete sentences. Remember, you don’t
want to overuse keywords in this
section.
Another section where I often
see companies make a misstep
are the business hours. You want
to make sure your hours are accurate, and also that they are consistent on your Google maps page,
your website and any other profiles you have out there (like
your Facebook page, Yelp page,
etc.). Google looks at this info
as a ranking factor, so the more
accurate it is across the board, the
more you will show up when people search.

Tips #3: Add pictures (and
posts) each month to
your profile.

is in the reviews. Reviews give a
business “social proof.” The best
way to explain social proof is
when something goes viral. Say
there is a post on social media of a
cat doing a backflip. It gets shared
and liked, and all of those shares
and likes add to the social proof
of the cat post. So then more people share/like it and the cycle
keeps going.
For your countertop shop that
most likely won’t happen. But
your Google reviews are a form
of that. If a homeowner searches
for countertops in their local area
and they see three companies in
that maps section, which do you

Google maps profile. You don’t
need 100 a month, but you should
shoot for two to five per month.
The tricky part about it is the
odds aren’t great. If you ask 20
customers you will probably get
about two to five reviews (10 %
response rate, or so). The best
ways to ask for reviews are:
• In person, after the job. Have
your install crew ask for the
review right then and there. We
give our clients small handout cards that have a QR code a
homeowner can scan with their
phone and give a review. I have
found this approach works great!
• Call them a week after the job.

Google maps profile that you can
fill out (or not fill out). A lot of
the time, I see this profile has not
been completed, and if you don’t
fill it out, you are missing out
on getting more exposure from
homeowners.
But the biggest mistake I see is
not picking the correct category
for your countertop shop. Use the
ones listed in the image below.
When you log into your G maps
profile, go to Info and then you can
edit the categories on that screen.
You are probably thinking, “I’m
not a granite supplier!” but this
is all we have to work with in
Google. We know that suppliers

Google wants you to use their
products. Not abuse them, but
use them. There isn’t much you
can do with your G maps profile (besides consistently getting reviews), but did you know
can post images and posts each
month?
What do most countertop
shops have out there that they
can share? Project pictures! You
should be taking pictures of each
completed project and posting

them on social media. Another
place that most don’t think to
post on are Google maps. When
you are in your profile go to the
Photos section and upload some

3

pictures to your profile.
I recommend adding at least a
few pictures a month (a few a week
would be even better), but even
five or so a month is good. Try to
do it consistently.
You can also post on your profile
each week. Maybe it’s about new
material you received, or if you
added a blog post on your site, add
that to your profile. Again, keep
it consistent and try to do it each
week or at least each month.
With your posts and your pictures, make sure it’s all unique content. You don’t want to post stock
photos or copy and paste borrowed
text into the posting box.
Follow these 3 tips and over time
you will see more traffic to your
Google maps profile, which will
result in more countertop projects.
Stephen Alberts is the owner of the
Countertop Marketing Co. They
specialize in helping countertop
companies grow the retail side of
their business outside of word-ofmouth and referrals.
To learn more, book a free strategy call at www.countertopmarket
ingco.com or email steve@counter
topmarketingco.com.

Google offers specific keywords for countertop shops.

2
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Roger and His Fabrication Shop

Chapter II: Labor Cap   Helps Keep Your Business Profitable

R

oger joined the Zoom call
with Coach Rick, right at
10 am, a huge grin on his

Rick Phelps
Synchronous Solutions

face.

“Good morning, Roger, what
do you feel like expressing
[WIFLE]?” Rick asked.
Roger remembered how odd
and uncomfortable he had thought
that question was when he had
first started the on-going coaching program with Synchronous
Solutions. How times had
changed! Today he planning to
start own leadership team meetings with a WIFLE.
“What I feel like expressing is,
well, joy! We had another great
month last month, the most profitable month yet again! Life is
good, I am working less, stressing less, and yet…” Roger paused
to gather his thoughts. “And yet I
am feeling a bit anxious. Business
is up, profits are up, and demand
to add people is up, too. I guess
I am worrying about growing too
much and messing everything
up.” Roger paused. “And that’s
what I feel like expressing” he
finally concluded.
“Thank you, Roger. What I feel
like expressing is, I am grateful that you are now comfortable
sharing what you are feeling. It
really helps guide how I can help
you navigate the growth of your
business! And congratulations on
yet another record month of profits! And that is what I feel like
expressing!” was Rick’s response.
“Let’s jump right into it” continued Rick. “You are feeling
under pressure to add staff and are
worried about growing too much
and losing your profitability. Am
I understanding this right?”
“Yes, the front office is starting
to feel overworked and are asking for help. Can I afford to hire
additional people? Do I need to
wait? How would I know? I guess
I am just not comfortable with my
numbers yet,” concluded Roger.
“Fair enough. Is adding a team
member an investment or an
expense?” was Rick’s follow-up
question.
Roger paused. Rick always
seemed to turn the their dialog

back on him with a question. At
first this had annoyed Roger, but
now he saw how the questions
made him think and understand
things better. He liked having to
work it out himself, now.
“Alright, I know that on the
Profit & Loss statement the new
team member’s salary will show
up as an Expense. So, it is an
expense. However,” Roger continued quickly, “I also remember
when I refused to hire the CNC
helper because I couldn’t afford
the expense, that was a HUGE
mistake. Hiring him was the start
of turning my company around.
Hiring him may well have been
the smartest investment I have
ever made!”
Rick cleared his throat. “After
hiring Synchronous Solutions,
of course!” Roger quickly added
with a laugh.
“Exactly! Well expressed,
Roger! Let me summarize the two
issues that I believe might be driving your unease. Number one: can
you afford to hire an additional
team member? Number two: is
this the right place to invest in
your business, at this time? Is
there anything else driving your
unease?” Rick asked.
“You actually described my
angst very well!” Roger replied.

“Alright, let’s start with the first
issue – can you afford to hire an
additional team member at this
time? Are you familiar with the
concept of salary caps? It’s used
in professional sports leagues like
the NFL. Salary caps are used to
keep the leagues competitive.”
“Well, I’ve heard of them, but
don’t really follow sports all that
closely,” Roger admitted. “How
do salary caps work?”
“The sports leagues establish a
maximum amount each team can
pay their players every year. The
idea is to keep the wealthier teams
from always dominating through
buying up all the best player’s
contracts. Does it make sense that
there might be a cap on how much
you can afford to pay your team
and still stay healthy and profitable as a business?” asked Rick.
“Of course it does! If I spend too
much on my team, or too much
on the wrong players, I won’t be
competitive.”
“Well said, Roger! So, you
have a maximum amount you can
afford to pay for labor, whether
it is what Bob, your accountant, refers to as Direct Labor, or
Salary Labor, Overhead Labor,
whatever. Labor is labor. It is
time to show you a hidden part
of your PCP tool, your Protective

Capacity Planner (PCP). Let me
share my screen with you, but
open up your copy so you can follow along.”
Rick pulled up Roger’s PCP
spreadsheet and opened it to the
PCP tab, scrolling down to the section labeled ‘$T & FINANCIAL
GOALS.’ “There is a set of rows
hidden in this section,” Rick
explained, while he unhid them,
“that help you understand your
LABOR CAP. Up until now, we
have talked about $OE, Operating
Expense, as a single entity. Labor
is such an important part of any
business we want to be able to
examine it separately from all the
other elements that make up OE.
Here you can see your $OE is
split into two parts – $OE Labor
and $OE Other,” Rick explained.
“Wait a minute,” Roger protested. “This data has been hidden
here all along?”
“Well, yes. We try not to overwhelm you with too much information, all at once. As it is, you
have been drinking from a firehose of information this past
year!”

“That’s for sure,” Roger agreed.
“So you knew this would come
up?”
“Roger, it is extremely common
for businesses to grow their $OE
too fast and damage their business, especially in the countertop
industry. Again, it has its roots in
the financial accounting system.
Accounting tends to take what is
fundamentally simple and makes
it complex and confusing, leading
to ‘justifications’ for buying labor
or equipment difficult, and honestly, they are often total BS.”
“You mean like how it misled
me on what my ‘most profitable’
products were?” Roger added.
“Exactly – more of the same.
The accounting system just
wasn’t designed to answer these
questions!”
Rick showed Roger how he had
added all the different Profit &
Loss lines that had expenses associated with Labor, whether hourly
or salary, and entered it into the
now unhidden lines on the PCP
spreadsheet. “$OE – Other is
just $OE – TOTAL minus $OE –
Labor.” Rick explained.
“We separate the two parts of
$OE because, although we refer
to $OE as being essentially ‘fixed
costs,’ the reality is the OTHER
part of $OE is more fixed than
the LABOR part. You have to pay
your rent, utility bills, loan payments, and so on. You DON’T
have to hire this office support
labor, necessarily. It’s more of a
choice.”
“That makes sense, I guess, but
I don’t like the idea that Labor is
expendable – we need the labor,
and I don’t want to lay people
off,” stated Roger.
“Of course, but we don’t want
to get ourselves in the position of
having more labor than one can
afford, do we?”
Please turn to page 9
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“Yes, commissioner Phelps!
Roger and His Fabrication Shop Under
league rules I must keep
Chapter II: The Labor Cap

Continued from page 8

“And yet, so many companies
like yours do exactly that. When
you have more labor than you
can afford, you damage the profitability of the business, and thus
damage its ability to grow and
respond to changes in the market,” Rick continued, “which is
why I am so glad you brought
this up. Most of the time, talking
about a business’s Labor Cap is
about their need to ‘grow into’
their current Labor cost or trim
down to the meet the Cap. Both
are painful. Having to significantly grow a business without
adding ANY people is stressful.
But when a business is in trouble, having to cut back to re-establish profitability, that is stress
on another whole level!”
“Right, that is why I have been
feeling anxious about adding to
the office team! This is really
interesting! How do we determine my Labor Cap?” asked
Roger.
“I'll explain, but before we continue, open up Amazon,” was
Rick’s response.
“So, I am buying another book,
eh?” Roger asked.
“Of course! Search for Simple
Numbers, Straight Talk, Big
Profits by Greg Crabtree, and
add it to your library. Then read
the first four chapters. Greg is
one of those CPAs who actually get Throughput Accounting,
although he does not refer to

it by that name. He does a great
job of explaining the concept of
Labor Caps that we are walking
through now. You can loan it to
Bob after you have read those four
chapters!”
“Ordered,” announced Roger.
“You said I would be reading a lot
in this program, and you weren’t
kidding! What an education this
has been! Please continue.”
“Crabtree explains in one of
those early chapters why 10 percent is the minimum Net Profit
we want to achieve, so we are just
going to go with that. Right now,
your business is running about
$400K in revenue per month. That
means we don’t want the $NP
before taxes to drop below $40K.”
“That makes sense,” Roger
interjected.
“Good. You have gotten your $T
Ratio up to 64 percent,” stated Rick
as he examined the PCP Actual
section. “Well done! 64 percent
of $400K is $T at $256K, which
means you have $T at $256K to
cover $OE and $NP, since $NP =
$T – $OE. Still with me?”
“Yup, although it still blows my
mind how you make all this so
simple!” was Roger’s response.
“We now can subtract your target $NP, $40K from the projected $T of $T at $256K and get
the maximum $OE-TOTAL for
a month of $216K. Your $OE –
OTHER is running right at $100K
per month. This means your Labor
Cap is $216K - $100K or $116K.
Got that, Roger?”

my team’s labor cost under
$116K per month to maintain my
minimum Net Profit of $40K,”
Roger responded with a big grin.
“We refer to it as the Labor
Cap, but the same logic follows
for increasing $OE -OTHER
when you buy a new machine or
Install truck, in which case your
Labor Cap will go down. As the
business grows, you will be referring to this section of the PCP
often, ensuring you stay profitable along the whole journey,”
Instructed Coach Rick.
“Certainly makes sense,” Roger
responded.
“I think that’s enough for you
to chew on this next week. Why
don’t you summarize your goals
to achieve before our session
next week?”
Roger referred to his notes,
then said, “First, I am going to
read the first four chapter of my
business library’s newest book!
Then I am going to see if I can
explain it to Bob, my accountant. When successful, I will
review with my leadership team.
They need to understand how the
Labor Cap works and help prioritize what we invest in as the business grows.”
“Excellent! Remember, reach
out if you have any questions, by
email or text. What was the value
of coaching today, Roger, and
your biggest takeaway?”
“I will give you another 10! I
think my biggest takeaway, apart
from the obvious – the Labor Cap
– is that I am understanding my
business in ways I never dreamed

of. No more beating myself up
for never going to college!”
With that, the Zoom call ended.
Contact Synchronous Solutions
for more information about how
our Synchronous Flow Operating
System can transform your business, and to learn more about our
Executive Business Coaching
offerings.
Contact Ed Hill
at (704)
560-1536, or email EdHill@
SynchronousSolutions.com , or
Rick Phelps at (216) 533-1387,
RickPhelps@SynchronousSolutions.com .
Synchronous Solutions, LLC
has
developed
programs
specifically for the stone processing industry.
For more information, visit their
website at www.Synchronous
Solutions.com .
Rick Phelps has been applying the concepts of Synchronous
Flow to difficult industrial problems at dozens of businesses and
organizations around the world,
since the early 1980s.
In 2009, as Cleveland
Cliffs’ Director of Continuous
Improvement, Rick took on a
failing Lean Six Sigma organization, refocused their improvement work using Synchronous
Flow, and created a shop floor,
engagement driven, continuous
improvement process that Cliffs
credits with creating a sustained
$100M per year reduction in production costs.
Now, back working with Ed
Hill at Synchronous Solutions,
Rick is once again applying
Synchronous Flow in the countertop industry, and having a
blast! Nick lives with his family
in the Cleveland, OH area.

Introducing the
Bostik Academy

B

ostik, a world-class
leader in specialty
adhesives and flooring
installation systems, proudly
announces the launch of Bostik
Academy for North American
contractors, distributors, and
employees. As a free online
educational resource, Bostik
Academy provides training
and helpful information about
industry trends, product features & benefits, and installation guidelines. Visitors to the
Bostik Academy will find:
• eLearning: Online training modules that provide
product knowledge, at your
convenience, with most
courses taking less than 15
minutes to complete.
• Webinars: Attend educational presentations about
the latest product innovations, led by industry
experts.
• On-Site Training Info:
Sign up to participate in
customizable,
hands-on
product training at one of
multiple physical Bostik
Academy locations across
the U.S.
• Technical Video Center:
View technical videos about
products and applications.
• Product Information:
Search Bostik’s extensive
library of catalogs, brochures, and more!
According
to
Bostik’s
Director
of
Marketing,
Eric Loferski, “The Bostik
Academy offers free online
training through easy-to-use
learning modules that provide information from product basics, to tips and tricks
for
installation
success.
Distributors of Bostik products and installing contractors
will find the training extremely
helpful whether they are an
experienced construction professional or new.”
Visit the Bostik Academy at
www.bostik.com/us/en_US/
bostik-academy .
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Is That All This Data
Is Good For?

H

ave you ever had a
month when sales
were strong and you
worked harder than ever, yet
your month-end Profit and Loss
Statement (P&L) showed poor
results? There can be lots of

reasons for this.
To find the true causes, you
need the right kind of financial information. Unfortunately,
GAAP accounting (Generally
Accepted Accounting Practices)
rarely gives you the information
you need to make good management decisions. The other problem is a traditional P&L gives you
information that is accumulated
over a full month – and is often
received a week or two after that
month is completed. So, you are
left with using your memory of
what happened weeks ago combined with vague financial information to figure out why a month
that looked so good didn’t generate a good P&L.
Fortunately, there is a better
way.
The right metrics accurately
reflect what really happens in
the business on an order-to-order
basis and on a day-to-day basis.
Used properly, these metrics can
tell you:
• If an order is priced correctly.
• If your template-fabricate-in
stall processes are performing
effectively.
• If your business profitability
is headed in the right direction during the month instead
of after the month.
• Which market segments
(retail, commercial, big box,
customer contractor, etc.) are
more profitable.

The Metrics
It’s obvious that, for your
business to make money, you
need to generate more cash
than you burn. Managing this
daily while using real time data
is also much easier than trying to

Ed Young

Fabricator’s Business Coach

remember what happened weeks
ago. With the right metrics, this
is easy to do.
Operating Expense ($OE) is the
measure of how much cash you
burn. It’s best to average several
months to establish a monthly
number. The monthly number can
be easily divided to generate daily
and hourly rates. It is important to
note that larger shops will have
a higher $OE rate than smaller
ones.
Throughput ($T) is how much
cash each order generates. It is
calculated for each order when
the order is booked. That number later gets finalized once the
installation is completed – to
reflect additional material used or
changes in the job. You can learn
more details on how to calculate both metrics from the article
Stop Counting The Square Feet
You Produce (you can find this
in the Slippery RockGazette.net/
archives, April 2021 issue).

Timely Information
Knowing if you ‘won the
day’ yesterday can be a gamechanger for your business. How
much profit did you schedule
through your installs for yesterday? Did you fully complete all
the installs scheduled for yesterday? Was that a profitable day or
not?
Total the $T for each job that
was scheduled for installation
yesterday. Compare that total to
the daily $OE rate. As you track
this metric every day, you can
know if your business is on track
to generate a profit for the month.
Now look at tomorrow’s install
schedule. How much profit have
you planned to make tomorrow –
what about next Tuesday? With a
reasonable backlog of scheduled
installs, you could even predict
the resulting P&L for the month –
before the month is over.

The Price Is Right?
Another way $T data is useful is for evaluating your pricing

Being able to quantify which market
segments and which specific customers
are financially better for your business
is an essential piece of preparing
for an economic slowdown.
While you already have a good
intuitive feel, the calculations in this
article can quantify your intuition.
structure. A good rule of thumb
is $T as a percent of the job
price should run around 70 percent for retail jobs – assuming all
your installers are W2 employees, and your sales commissions
run 2-3 percent. If your installers
are contractors and you also have
a strong sales commission percentage, $T as a percent of the job
price could be as low as 60 percent. If it gets lower than that,
you may need to look at the article How Much Work Can Your
Shop Handle? (you can find this
in the Slippery RockGazette.net/
archives, May 2022 issue ).

Recession, Anyone?
$T can also be used to help
you navigate the challenges of a
downturn in the economy. If you
have read the article How Fast
Does Your Business Generate
Cash? (you can find this in
the Slippery RockGazette.net
archives, November 2021), you
know that $T per install hour can
tell you which market segments
generate cash for you the fastest.
While you already have a
good intuitive feel, these calculations can quantify your intuition. Being able to put a number
to ‘Contractor A is easier to work
with than Contractor B’ is powerful! Knowing just how much a
problematic contractor impacts
your profit can help you make
good pricing and policy decisions
to reduce that negative impact.
You already know that retail
is generally more profitable than
production builder work. Can
you put a number to it? If retail
sales are starting to slow and you

have a chance to sign a production builder client, how will your
profit look with that change? If
the production builder runs his
business well – site conditions are
properly ready for templates and
installs, install dates don’t constantly change, material selection
is limited, etcetera – what’s the
impact on your profit?
Being able to quantify which
market segments and which specific customers are financially
better for your business is an
essential piece of preparing for
an economic slow-down. Do you
want to focus your marketing and
sales resources on retail or custom homebuilders or production
builders or commercial? With the
above data and your knowledge
of your local market, you can
make data-driven decisions that
will pay off for your company.
In slow economic times, businesses frequently get pressured
to reduce prices. We are already
seeing that in this industry. Using

the above data will help you calculate in advance just how much
you can reduce prices and still
survive. This is powerful information to help your salespeople
deal with customers. Even better: You intuitively know which
market segments in your area are
less sensitive to pricing. Combine
that knowledge with this data
and a strong marketing and sales
approach, and you could make
more money – even if your business shrinks.
Knowledge is power. Knowing
what drives the profitability of
your business and being able to
quantify those factors is a powerful strategy for thriving in the economic changes headed our way.
You deserve to have a business that makes you money, But
also allows you time to enjoy
it. Contact the author at Ed@
FabricatorsCoach.com, or call
864-328-6231.

Email me if you would like to attend a free
coaching session covering this topic on
August 19th. For immediate individualized
attention, go to this link to arrange a free
business assessment:

https://fabricatorscoach.com/get-your-assessment/
This fall, we will oﬀer a 10-part workshop on
Preparing for a Recession. Learn more at
www.FabricatorsBusinessAcademy.com
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The Stone Detective

International Surface
Fabricators Association to
Host Industry Roundtable
Event in Seattle

The Case of the Marble Imposter

I

walked into my favorite
greasy spoon and was just
getting ready to sit down
for a cup of joe when my phone
rang. Flo gave me her patented,
“You’re always on your dang
phone” look. I motioned to
her to please pour me a cup as
I walked outside, so as to not
disturb the regulars, and I mean
that. I really hate it when people
talk on their phones loudly in a
public place so everyone can hear
their conversation.
22-24

T

Day two includes a full schedule of educational and networking opportunities: a shop tour of
Dominis Stone, three roundtable sessions and a sailing excursion, which is sponsored by
Cambria. Roundtable discussions
will cover shop tour takeaways,
the positive impact of integrating
software and technology in a fabricator’s business, and building
KPI dashboards to monitor performance and make better business decisions.
Day three includes breakfast
with Cambria as attendees continue to share their experiences
and learn from one another in a
fun and engaging setting.
Space is limited, so those interested in attending are encouraged to reserve their spot as soon
as possible by visiting www.
ISFAnow.org/industry-roundtable. This event is open to all
fabricators, including nonmembers, and registration costs just
$199. Registration for Associate
Members is $399.
“ISFA’s
third
Industry
Roundtable Event is shaping
up to be a must-attend event for
fabricators,” said Nancy Busch,
executive director of ISFA.
“We’re encouraging everyone
to join us for this terrific opportunity to connect and learn from
each other, which is a cornerstone of ISFA’s mission.”
This event, sponsored by
Cambria and Moraware, is part
of a series of events that aims to
support fabricators in their work
with robust discussions, key marketplace insights and tours of
state-of-the-art facilities.

enough. She told me that
I must come see it.
So, I told her what I
would charge her to
look at it, figuring she
would think it was too
much, but NOOO, she
was willing to pay
my fee. So, I told her
I could come over
“Stone Detective,” I said as I
later that morning.
SF
A The lady on
answeredIthe
call.
I ended the
the other end started telling me
call and went
ROUN
Druined
TAB
LE
how her husband
had
her
back inside as
marble bathroom vanity. She was Flo was pouring out my cold
SURFACE FABRICATION FORUM
angry andA obviously
venting, and coffee and getting me a fresh
I could hardly get a word in. She cup. “Sorry!” I said and she just
went on and on of how he slides shrugged her shoulders and gave
his razor and shaving cream me a “whatever” look. I finished
across the top. She complained my breakfast and headed out the
that he splashes his aftershave all door, on my way to Mrs. Messy
over the top and doesn’t clean it Husband’s house. I have been in
up. Finally, she pleaded with me this industry for over 40 years,
to find a solution to this.
and it still amazes me what some
Well, my first thought was to people think constitutes a stone
tell her he should grow a beard emergency.
and that would solve that probI pulled up to the lady’s house,
lem, but I held back. I proceed which was in a very expensive
to ask her how old the countertop neighborhood. The house looked
was and for a description of the more like a hotel resort than
damage. She told me it was only someone’s home. The driveway
a year old. I told her she should was paved in granite pavers, and
call a restoration contractor and it seemed a mile long. The drivehave it repolished, and possibly way alone was probably close to
have an anti-etch coating put on a million dollars, not to mention
it. She insisted that I come over the marble sculptures lining the
and look at it. I tried to tell her to drive, that would rival the sculpsend me a pic or two and I could tures at Caesars in Las Vegas. I
tell her what needed to be done, pulled up to the front of the manbut she said that wasn’t good sion and a dark-haired lady came
TSUGUA

he International Surface
Fabricators Association
(ISFA) will host its third
Industry Roundtable Event of
the year from August 22 through
August 24 in Seattle, Washington.
This event will start with a cocktail reception at the remarkable
Cambria Sales and Distribution
Center showroom.

Frederick M.
Hueston, PhD

SEATTLE

INCLUDING STRATEGY SESSIONS, A FACILITY
TOUR, NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES AND MORE

BROUGHT

ISFA’s final Industry Roundtable event of the year will
take place September 27-29 in
Knoxville, Tennessee. Attendees
will tour supplier and distribution
facilities and discuss the latest in
sales and marketing best practices
and fabricators’ most significant
challenges in planning for growth.
Opportunities for networking and
leisure time, including the chance
to try some of the finest local barbecue, are built into the schedule
for this event, which is sponsored
by BBI Industries and Crossville.
For

details

For more information about the
International Surface Fabricators
Association, membership and
ISFA’s Industry Roundtable
Events, visit www.ISFAnow.org.
The
International
Surface
Fabricators Association (ISFA) is
globally recognized as a premier
trade organization serving the
manufactured surface industry.
ISFA exists to help fabricators
and other industry professionals
increase product quality, improve
safety measures, encourage professionalism and elevate profitability by facilitating education,
standards and camaraderie. ISFA
values innovation, dependability,
trust, honesty, ethics, and serving
others above all else. Learn more
at www.ISFAnow.org.

on

how

you

can

attend,

visit

TO

YOU

BY:

www.ISFAnow.org/industry-roundtable.

running out. She was dressed in a
long gown and an apron, and at
first I thought she was the maid.
She ran up to me as I was getting
out of the ole Woody and said,
“Thank god you’re here, I can’t
look at this vanity any longer!”
Hopefully she realized I was only
there to look at it, not repair it.
She led me in the front door
and we walked this long hallway filled with paintings that
could be hung in the Louvre. We
walked up a broad staircase and
she led me into the master bath.
She pointed to the vanity and told
me that her beautiful Italian marble was ruined. I thought she was
going to cry. I took one look at
the vanity and was about to tell
her something that would make
her cry even more.
Before I broke the news to her,
I asked her how she knew it was
marble from Italy. She told me
she bought it off of a dealer who
told her it was imported from
Italy. Oh dear, it’s worse than I
thought, I said to myself. I took
a deep breath and braced myself
for her reaction: this is what I
told her. “I’m sorry to tell you
that this is not real marble. This
is what they call cultured marble. It’s basically marble dust and
resin that is poured in a form and
shaped.” I told her it might be
able to be cleaned up, but I would
recommend that she replace it
with the real deal. I could see
the tears well up in her eyes, and
then she said, “So, I have a marble Imposter?” I told her that was
correct, and imposter was pretty
accurate. She thanked me, wrote
me a check and I was off.
Folks, in my experience this is
not uncommon. Over the years I
have seen many stone imposters
and today there are more and
more materials that do a great job
of mimicking stone, and even this
expert can have a hard time telling
them apart. Another case solved.
The Stone Detective is a fictional character created by Dr.
Frederick M. Hueston, PhD, written to entertain and educate. Dr.
Fred has written over 33 books on
stone and tile installations, fabrication and restoration and also
serves as an expert for many legal
cases across the world. Fred has
also been writing for the Slippery
Rock for over 20 years.
Send your comments to
fhueston@stoneforensics.com .
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BNPL: Is it Right for
You or Your Business?

Y

ou have probably seen
this: You go buy something online and at checkout, a little box pops up and that
says: “Pay over time with Affirm.
Apply as part of checkout with
just a few pieces of info. Learn
more.”
It doesn’t necessarily have to
say Affirm. It could say Afterpay,
Zip Pay, Klarna, PayPal Credit or
one of the numerous other companies that offer the Buy Now
Pay Later convenience to businesses and consumers. Giants
like Walmart, Amazon, Macy’s,
Pottery Barn, Expedia and
Target, to name a few, have partnered with BNPL services. By the
end of 2021, 28 percent of small
to midsize businesses also offered
the service, and that number is
expected to grow.
Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)
has become an exceedingly popular option with businesses
lately, and consumers as well,
mostly due to the pandemic.
Even though BNPL has recently
come to the forefront, it has actually been around awhile. Back in
2014, a financial tech company
in Australia started Afterpay. As
the pandemic gripped the world,
people filled their idle hours by
shopping. BNPL became increasingly popular and is now widely
promoted and accepted by businesses and consumers.
What it all boils down to is that
BNPL works along the lines of a
personal loan. Consumers want
to buy something; they answer
a few questions in the app to
get approved. Then they can put
25 percent down and make the
agreed upon payments spread out
over time with usually (but not
always) – no interest.

Sharon Koehler
Stone Industry Consultant
So, the question is: If the loans
are interest free, how do BNPL
services make any money? Like
credit cards, the businesses that
offer a BNPL option pay a transaction fee. It is slightly higher
than a credit card fee, usually
about 4 percent although depending on the company, and the
transaction, it can be up to 8 percent. However, the average BNPL
transaction is usually 23 percent
higher than a cash or credit card
transaction. Some BNPL companies will also add a small transaction fee to payments. Another
Express has Pay It Plan It. Chase
card holders may have the My
Chase Plan offered to them. Citi
has Flex Pay.
Different BNPL service providers have different criteria. Affirm
has a maximum purchase limit of
$17,500 for qualified customers.
Plus, they also offer a virtual card
number so consumers can make
purchases at non-Affirm retailers. Afterpay offers short term
installments, usually four payments. They will also set a credit
limit on a consumer’s accounts,
so they don’t overextend themselves. Klarna offers a Pay in
Four Plan, but they have a pay in
30 days with no interest plan and
6 to 24 months plan, with interest.
PayPal Credit actually offers a
line of credit on transactions over
$99. If paid within six months,
there is no interest charge. Sezzle
also offers a 4-part payment plan
spread out over six weeks, with
25 percent down at purchase,
and then three more payments
two weeks apart. There are many
more BNPL services out there

than the ones mentioned above,
just be sure to do your research
since there are so many different
available options.
Most of these services, with
a few exceptions, only do a soft
credit probe, so it doesn’t affect
your credit score. However, there
is a double standard when it
comes to these loans. You can’t
build credit with these services
as most of them don’t report to
the credit bureaus, BUT if you
default on your payments or you
are late, they can, and some do,
report those defaults to the credit
bureaus. So, you can’t build
credit, but it can hurt your credit
if you don’t make your payments
as agreed.
The way these companies make
money is late fees. If a consumer
is late with a payment, they can
be hit with penalties, late payment
fees, and sometimes interest as
well. Usually, if a payment is late,
the consumer is blocked from taking out another loan until everything is current.
There are two basic types of
BNPL loans:
• No interest loans: The business pays a transaction fee instead
of the consumer.
• Interest loans: On these transactions, the consumer pays interest on the loan, much like a credit
card transaction.
Credit cards have also jumped
on this BNPL bandwagon, but
their loans have major differences
over the standard BNPL loan.
Consumers won’t get the offer
before or at checkout. Instead, it
will be offered as a choice on the
consumer’s statement. American
In 2020 the number of US consumers that used BNPL services
was over 24 million. This year
(2022) that number is expected
to grow to over 59 million, and
by the end of 2024 the number
of US consumers using BNPL is
expected to be over 76 million. If
you think BNPL is right for you
and/or your business, just remember to do the research and pick
the service that is right for the circumstances you are in. They all
are a little bit different. Even if
you don’t like the idea of offering
this as an option to your customers, 59 million consumers in the
US can’t all be wrong.
Please send your thoughts on
this article to Sharon Koehler at
Sharonk.SRG@gmail.com .

NSI Becomes Endorsing
Partner of Hardscape
North America Trade Show

Hardscape North America show demo, from 2019.

N

atural Stone Institute
(NSI) has proudly
announced it is now an
Endorsing Partner of Hardscape
North America, a trade show for
hardscape contractors, dealers,
and landscape professionals.
Held annually in Louisville,
Kentucky, the HNA and Equip
Expo shows co-locate and host
over 20,000 hardscape and landscape professionals. As of July
1, the current event producer, the
Interlocking Concrete Pavement
Institute (ICPI), will unify with
the National Concrete Masonry
Association (NCMA), making
ICPI-NCMA the new producers
of Hardscape North America.
NSI members will receive discounts on attendee education and/
or exhibiting at the show. For the
2022 show, the Natural Stone
Institute will organize a natural
stone pavilion and jury the HNA
natural stone awards entries.
The association’s role will be
expanded in 2023 to include a
larger pavilion for natural stone
exhibitors and coordinating educational seminars that will better equip hardscape professionals
with natural stone knowledge.
Partnering with the Hardscape
North America show provides
NSI with an important opportunity to network with hardscape
distributors and share information about sourcing stone from
members and training sales teams
through online education. NSI
CEO Jim Hieb commented: “This
partnership creates a great opportunity for natural stone quarriers

and distributors to expand their
network with an important customer base for natural stone.
Many of our North American
quarrier members saw the success of the Natural Stone Pavilion
at StonExpo this year and encouraged us to pursue this opportunity. We look forward to bringing
this concept to a new audience.”
ICPI Executive Director Charlie
McGrath shared: “Hardscape
North America has always
enjoyed the presence of natural
stone suppliers. The addition of
NSI as an endorsing partner gives
hardscape professionals direct
access to the industry leaders
for natural stone education and a
larger supplier base from NSI’s
membership. We are delighted to
welcome NSI and their members
to our event.”
Hardscape NA will take place
October 19-21, 2022. To learn
more, visit www.hardscapena.
com.
ICPI-NCMA is the authority for
segmental concrete products and
systems, which are the best value
and preferred choice for resilient pavement, structures, and
living spaces. ICPI-NCMA promotes the acceptance and use of
segmental concrete products and
systems in the United States and
Canada.
The Natural Stone Institute is
a trade association representing
every aspect of the natural stone
industry. Learn more at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org.
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MSI Announces Its Latest Showroom
and Distribution Center Opening in
Columbus, Ohio

“No government, any more than an individual, will long be
respected without being truly respectable; nor be truly respectable, without possessing a certain portion of order and stability.”

MS

The Federalist Papers

We are all born
ignorant, but one
must work hard
to remain stupid.
–Benjamin Franklin

®

Includes:
•2 Anti-static hoses
•Crevice tool
• Nozzle
•Curved pipe
• Straight pipe
•Main filter
•Damper and pre-filter

Makita Vacs and Shrouds for Dust Management on the Job Site

Michael Redenshek, Branch Leader for
MSI, said, “Already having MSI locations
in Cleveland and Cincinnati, the team
looks forward to serving the Columbus
area as well. MSI is extending its reach in
Ohio, and through the expansion of other
major key markets throughout the U.S.
We are thrilled to see this growth and
opportunity.”
Dedicated, well-lit, climate-controlled
areas encourage trade professionals and
consumers to make the best product and
design decisions. MSI’s Columbus showroom features products for a diverse customer base developed around lifestyles,
trends, and budgets – complete with a
state-of-the-art slab area featuring natural
stone and Q Premium Natural Quartz;
and bestselling products like Everlife
LVT and Arterra Porcelain Pavers.
The slab viewing area will include
over 140 colors of granite, marble, and
other natural stone slabs. A designated
quartz gallery houses the industry-leading Q-Premium Natural Quartz collection. The lineup features over 100 colors
in various sought-after finishes like matte,
concrete, and polished.
Due to the breadth of MSI products, the
space is built as a trade resource across
various business channels: residential
remodeling, new home construction,

Makita XCV04Z Cordless
HEPA Filter Dry Vacuum
ED
ANTE
GUAR

T
BERIS
CE!
P

Makita XCV05PT HEPA Filter Dry
Backpack Vacuum
®

Kit Includes:
•39” hose
•Telescoping extension wand
•Floor nozzle
•HEPA filter
•Filter dust bag
•(2) 18V Lithium-Ion Batteries
•Charger

multifamily, and commercial. MSI’s
exclusive company-owned fleet of express
delivery trucks provide reduced lead times
and superior service.
The Columbus showroom is open six
days a week, from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm,
Monday, Wednesday – Friday, from 9:00
am to 6:00 pm on Tuesday, and between
9:00 am and 12:00 pm on Saturday.
Shipping and Receiving is open from 9:00
am to 4:00 pm Monday – Friday and from
9:00 am to 12:00 pm on Saturday. Walkins from consumers and trade professionals are welcome.
To learn more about MSI’s complete
product assortment, visit www.msisurfaces.com.
Founded in 1975, MSI is a leading supplier of flooring, countertop, wall tile, and
hardscaping products in North America.
Headquartered in Orange, California,
MSI also maintains over 30 state-of-theart showrooms and distribution centers
across the U.S. and Canada. MSI’s product line includes an extensive offering of
quartz, porcelain, ceramic, LVT, natural
stone, and glass products imported from
over 37 countries on six continents.

Makita 9565CV SJS
5 inch Grinder
& Dust Shrouds
®

•13 Amps
•Lock-On Switch
•No Load Speed: 2,800 - 10,500 RPM
•Spindle Thread: 5/8” - 11 UNC
•Variable Speed Control Dial
•Overall Length: 11-3/4”
•Net Weight: 4 Lbs.

Item# 9375

ED
ANTE
GUAR

T
BERIS
CE!

Item# 11492

P

Take Control with Makita

International, Inc. (MSI), a
leading supplier of flooring, countertops, wall tile, and hardscaping products in North America, is
celebrating its new showroom and distribution center in Columbus, OH, with its
Grand Opening on Wednesday, June 29th.
The location has a complete offering of
the company’s flooring, countertop, decorative mosaic, wall tile, and hardscape
products. The showroom is located at
6399 Broughton Avenue Columbus, OH
43213. The new 78,000 square-foot space
will serve residential and commercial
markets in the Columbus area.

– Alexander Hamilton and James Madison

Item# 11493

Available at

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online
www.BBIndustriesLLC.com
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Increase Productivity and Profitability with the

NTCA Launches
Thick-Bed
Regional
Training in
Columbus, Ohio

LCR-7233M-O/V

FLAT, SMALL RADIUS AND BEVEL EDGES
MITER CUT OR GRIND MATERIAL
THICKNESS RANGE OF 1/4" - 1-1/4"
* IN STOCK *
AVAILABLE
NOW

120-220
L/F
PER HOUR

The new “V/O-CUTTING” system allows to
polish on a continuous mode minimum 45 mm
(1 ¾”) wide and maximum 30 mm (1 ¼”)
thick material, and produce narrow strips with
the same dimensions ready to be glued onto
“apron” counter tops.

1590 E. HIGHWOOD, PONTIAC,MI48340 248-853-9000Steve@marmo-na.com

Keep Smilin’

A

man seemingly disguised as
an old woman in a wheelchair threw a piece of cake at the
glass protecting the Mona Lisa at
the Louvre Museum and shouted
at people to think of planet Earth.
The Paris prosecutor’s office
said one Monday that the 36-yearold man was detained following
that Sunday’s incident and sent

to a police psychiatric unit. An
investigation has been opened
into the damage of cultural
artifacts.
Videos posted on social media
showed a young man in a wig
and lipstick who had arrived in
a wheelchair. The man, whose

identity was not revealed pending
an investigation, was also seen
throwing roses in the museum
gallery to slack-jawed guests.
The cake attack left a conspicuous white creamy smear on
the glass but the famous work
by Leonardo da Vinci wasn’t
damaged.
Security guards were filmed
escorting the wig-wearing man
away as he called out to the surprised visitors in the gallery:
“Think of the Earth! There are

people who are destroying the
Earth! Think about it. Artists tell
you: think of the Earth. That’s
why I did this.”
Guards were then filmed cleaning the cake from the glass. A
Louvre statement confirmed the
attack on the artwork involving a
“patisserie.”
The 16th-century Renaissance
masterpiece has seen a lot in its
over-500 years in existence. So
this incident doesn’t even take
the cake.

T

he National Tile Contractors
Assoc. (NTCA) is launching a brand-new training module in its Regional
Training program: Thick-Bed
Installations. This program will
debut at America’s Floor Source
in Columbus, Ohio on August
26, 2022. For details on this free
program, to register, and to join
the wait list for future ThickBed Regional Trainings, go to
www.tile-assn and click down to
Education & Certification > Events
Calendar > Regional Training.
Thick-Bed Installations Regional
Training is open to NTCA members and other professional tile
contractors and installers, with
a class size capped at 20. Led by
highly-qualified and experienced
NTCA trainers and supported by
a team of tile industry experts and
partners, instruction will be given
in both classroom and hands-on
environments to address real-world
tile system installation challenges.
Attendees will learn how to use
and apply ANSI A108 installation
standards and TCNA Handbook
methods.
The primary learning objective of this free class is to become
familiar with the flexibility of drypack mortar beds to resolve a wide
range of installation challenges
and to achieve tile industry standard substrate requirements. Focus
will be on thick-bed installations
for floors and shower pans, using
a variety of drain types and membranes, with additional instruction
on wall installations. Location:
America’s Floor Source,
3374 Millennium Court,
Columbus, Ohio 43219.
Visit www.tile-assn.com/events/
to register and for more info.
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OCTOBER 17-19, 2022
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
SOAK UP NEW IDEAS.
TAKE A DEEP DIVE INTO FRESH PERSPECTIVES.
SAIL AWAY WITH VALUABLE INSIGHTS AND EXPERTISE.
REGISTRATION INCLUDES:
Accommodations at the Hyatt Regency

New product presentations

Clearwater Beach Resort and Spa

ISFA Awards reception

All meals

Fun in the sun with oceanfront

Welcome reception

leisure activities beneath the

Educational speakers and workshops

swaying palm trees

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER AT
WWW.ISFANOW.ORG/ANNUAL-CONFERENCE.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

$

Inefficiency costs money: Let us save you
transportation costs and time!
Assign a color, and use the
map feature to create the
most efficient schedule.

Schedule a demo Now!
www.actionflow.net
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Why Homeowners
Remodel or Move

Let each citizen remember at the moment he
is offering his vote that
he is not making a present or a compliment to
please an individual —
or at least that he ought
not so to do; but that he
is executing one of the
most solemn trusts in
human society for which
he is accountable to God
and his country.

ATM Survey Says It’s All About Upgrades

T

here’s no denying the
pandemic added fuel
to the already hot real
estate and residential remodeling
markets. As homes were pressed
into service as workplaces, classrooms and fitness centers, homeowners increasingly discovered
they were lacking “must have”
amenities. In its 2022 report,
Accountability Information
Management (AIM) pressed consumers about the motivations
behind their desire to remodel or
move.

The survey says “desire to
upgrade” is driving homeowner decisions. Nearly half
(49 percent) of homeowners reported that they wanted
to make upgrades to their current homes by adding new features or refurbishing existing
features. In terms of remodeling,
painting walls, replacing flooring
and bathroom upgrades such as

new fixtures and fittings topped
the list. More than 50 percent of
respondents also indicated they
would choose to replace kitchen
cabinets and countertops if able
to.
Reasons for moving are multifaceted. Relocating – either
within state or to another state –
was noted by 30 percent of the
survey respondents. Some homeowners (24 percent) said the
need for more space was their
motivation to move, while 13
percent named downsizing chief
among their reason for wanting
to move, and 11 percent cited
accessibility as a motivating
factor. Among other survey
discoveries:

• Individuals who expressed the
desire to “downsize” typically
were age 55 and older.

• Consumers who reported
they want to move to another
state were most often from
California,
Illinois
and
Pennsylvania.

Accountability
Information
Management, Inc. (AIM) is
a full-service B2B marketing
research and information management company specializing

ONE heavy-duty pneumatic
piston lowers large islands
safely and smoothly onto
cabinets. Installer controls
lowering the stone with a
simple mechanical air valve.

–Samuel Adams, 1781

Letter to the Boston Gazette

in innovative, custom-designed
research and analytical data services to support and enhance clients’ strategic business decisions.
AIM enables clients to measure
critical market parameters in
order to stay connected to their
customers, the competition, suppliers and the ever-changing

market environment. AIM has
been conducting B2B and B2C
building industry research for
more than 25 years.
For
more
information,
email patty@a-i-m.com or call
847-358-8558.

EZ Installation Cart
CODE
SCAN

E
TO SE

n
actioM
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t
r
O
EZ-CaustriesLLC.C
BBInd

Item#
4051

Transport your countertop from
the truck to the kitchen with
ONE cart and NO lifting!
The EZ Installation Cart
saves your stone and your
back from a nasty break.

No hydraulics or
electronics needed!

• Weight:
190 lbs.
• Loading Capacity:
1,100 lbs.

• Height Adjustment:
From 34” to 42”

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

For any size and height
countertop or island installation.
Can also be used in the shop turning island pieces
180° to polish all four sides on straight line polishing
machines. The loading brackets are collapsible for 360°
installation on site and in the shop, helping you to roll
tops from the street to the kitchen with ease.

For more information, call or visit us online.

800-575-4401

®
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On your first day,
your worst day and
your best day, we’re...
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Right There With You

• Guaranteed Products
• Hands-On Training and Support
• Industry Expert Staff
• Partnership Mentality
• Same-Day Shipping

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com • 800-575-4401
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Granite Portals Transition Chaos to Serenity

Massive blocks of Kenoran Sage granite become nature-inspired entry portals
into a peaceful reprieve from the hectic Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex.

M

ore than 180 acres
of virgin old-growth
hardwood forest in
Richardson, Texas, dating back
to the time of the city’s founding
families and the Caddo Indians,
sat largely undisturbed. Until
recently.

The Spring Creek Nature Area,
located 18 miles north of Dallas,
is surrounded by a growing and
dynamic area of some of the
world’s largest telecommunications, insurance, and networking companies including AT&T,
Cisco Systems, State Farm
Insurance, and Blue Cross & Blue
Shield of Texas.
City of Richardson leaders,
including the mayor and city
manager, were keen to call attention to the two main entrances of
the Spring Creek Nature Area,
a unique open space filled with
Blackland Prairie forest. The area
includes multi-use trails, a river,
and opportunities for visitors to
see and hear urban wildlife in its
natural habitat.
The goal was to honor this natural sanctuary while providing a
visually engaging entrance experience. Dallas-based artist Brad J.
Shands Photographics

Megy Karydes
Reprinted by permission of the
author & Building Stone Magazine

Shands Photographics

helped him understand the capabilities of this stone. “I get really,
really involved,” he adds. “I’m
not the kind of artist who comes
up with an idea and lets others just
do it.”
Goldberg met with the stone
cutters at the quarry and looked at
the design requirements together.
If they noticed something needed
to change or work through a problem, they resolved it as a team.
One thing Goldberg was
inspired by was the drill marks
that occur during the quarrying
process. He thought they could
make for a visually intriguing texture and would allow him to show
how the stone was the byproduct
of the quarry.
Goldberg and DCBA Landscape
Architects responded to the
Request for Proposal (RFP) and
were chosen for the project.
Goldberg knew he wanted to
use granite for the design, which
he showed in a 3D computerized model on a map within the
space to the team approving the
final design. He included details
regarding the texture and character of the stone so the city leaders

could get a better sense of how it
would look once everything was
in place.
“Granite is a much more impervious stone,” Goldberg explains,
especially compared to other
commonly used outdoor materials such as limestone. “After 100
years, it’ll still be like a teenager.
It will last and last.”
Goldberg admits granite will
develop its own patina over time,
but he says it gets better as opposed
to worse with exposure to the elements. It’s a durable stone and relatively maintenance-free, making
it an attractive natural stone to use
in such an environment.
To create the final project would
require working with a company
that had the skill sets, talent, and
equipment to help make his design
a reality. He didn’t hesitate reaching out to a company he’s worked
with over decades on various
projects: Coldspring, a primary
natural stone manufacturing facility and bronze foundry located in
Cold Spring, Minnesota.
“I looked at a stone called
Kenoran Sage from Coldspring,
which has kind of a greenish sage
color,” Goldberg says. “I just
thought it would be perfect under
the trees.”
“I looked at a stone called
Kenoran Sage from Coldspring,
which has kind of a greenish
sage color,” Goldberg says. “I
just thought it would be perfect
under the trees.”

Goldberg showed his design
sketches to the Coldspring team
and asked them, “’What do you
think is possible?’ They said they
could do it and weren’t afraid of
big work.”
With Coldspring on board, they
made big plans. Their next stop:
a nine-hour road trip from Cold
Spring, MN to the Kenoran Sage
quarry in Ontario, Canada.

Selecting the Blocks
Visiting the quarry and looking at the Kenoran Sage quarry
blocks gave Goldberg ideas and
Shands Photographics

Transporting and
Fabricating Granite Blocks
The final entrance design, called
Sylvan Portals, consists of two
entry elements — one at each
access point — fabricated out of
Kenoran Sage granite, as well as
an adjacent seating area to help
“ground” it into the space. Cutouts in the general shape of a leaf
create the massive portals and
those leaf designs carry through
past the entrance in the form of
seats for visitors to use as a resting spot.
Please turn to page 22
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Leader in Digital
Fabrication Solutions
LT3Raptor is our new game-changing software
designed to make you quicker in the field
and help expedite your process to get more
jobs done per week.

Templating Intelligence

LT3Raptor has built-in Templating Intelligence to
make quick even quicker. From Edge Detection to
One-Touch technology, complete fab-ready files
in fewer clicks easily and intuitively.

Same Simplicity. Enhanced Experience.

LT3Raptor has taken the user-friendly foundation
of the current LT software and enhanced it. The
new UX and UI features workspace customization,
improved Quick Actions, and more.

Templator.com powered by LPI Cloud

A Cloud-based management hub at your
fingertips where you can create and manage
jobs, edge profiles, drop-ins, user permissions,
workflows and more.

The digital templating evolution begins now...

Scan the QR code to the right to signup for
news and updates on LT3Raptor, including
Beta testing opportunities and more! You
can also contact us at 877-679-1300 x1.

LASERPRODUCTSUS.COM

RECESSION AHEAD!
Pressured to drop prices?
Sales volume decreasing?
Backlog disappearing?
Sponsored By:

GET HELP.
BE PREPARED.
Fabricators Business Academy.com
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Patented Undermount Sink Clips

FAST. SIMPLE. SECURE.
www.sinkits.com

(417) 374-7373

info@sinkits.com

Birch Hill and Investissement
Québec Partner with Polycor

B

irch Hill Equity Partners and
Investissement Québec announced
today that they have acquired
Polycor Inc. in partnership with the company’s management from TorQuest Partners
and its co-investors, Wynnchurch Capital,
and PNC Mezzanine Capital. Polycor is
the largest quarrier of natural stone in the
world. The transaction, which closed on
April 29, 2022, will support the continued
growth of Polycor in Québec and across its
global operations.
“Partnering with Birch Hill and
Investissement Québec is an exciting
moment for our employees, customers
and partners,” said Patrick Perus, CEO
of Polycor Inc. “Both Birch Hill and
Investissement Québec are firmly committed to supporting Polycor’s continued
growth and success here in Québec and
across the markets we serve. They share
our commitment to prioritizing and fostering sustainability, innovation, and environmental stewardship.”
“We would like to thank TorQuest,
Wynnchurch and PNC Mezzanine for
our strong partnership over the last several years and their many contributions to
our growth and evolution as a company,”
added Perus.
Polycor is the first natural stone quarrier to make a firm commitment to carbon
neutrality, and among the first in the manufacturing industry to take a leadership
role on the essential work of decarbonization. Polycor has a history of embracing
environmental challenges, from its use of
closed- system rainwater to owning 30% of
all “Natural Stone Sustainability Standard”
certified sites. While natural stone is
already inherently sustainable and a zeroVOC material, Polycor remains committed
to flattening the curve on carbon emissions.

The transaction will honor Polycor’s heritage and presence in Québec, where the
global head office will remain. Financial
terms of the transaction are not being
disclosed.
Polycor Inc. is one of the world’s leading
natural stone quarriers and its core mission
is to make people fall in love with natural
stone. Their world-class reputation comes
from a great legacy of stone work on historical landmarks, institutional, commercial and residential projects. Founded in
Québec City (Canada) in 1987, the company now employs nearly 1,300 people
and owns over 50 quarries and 20 manufacturing plants across North America and
Europe. For more information, visit www.
polycor.com or follow their social media
profiles on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and Instagram.

Neither the wisest
constitution nor the wisest
laws will secure the liberty
and happiness of a people
whose manners are
universally corrupt.
–Samuel Adams
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Not My Levis,
Not My Circus

B

efore Stephen Patterson
of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, boarded a
flight from Arnold Palmer
Regional Airport in early
June, he stopped for a drink
in the airport bar and paid
with a $100 bill, which was
conveniently and discreetly
stamped with “for motion
picture use only,” WPXI-TV
reported.
The cashier at the bar notified police officers, and they
were waiting for Patterson
on two days later when
he flew back into the airport in bucolic Latrobe,
Pennsylvania.
“The suspect said that the
pants he was wearing were
not his, and he found the
$100 bill in the pocket, so he
decided to just use it," Park
Police Chief Henry Fontana
said. Mr. Patterson was
arrested on felony charges,
borrowed trousers and all.

Jugg in tha Jug

F

or your edification we
present a nominee for
Least Competent Thug: Mr.
Ladesion Riley.

News that Sounds
Like a Joke

IN

what seems like an
extraordinarily bad
idea in the age of COVID19, a restaurant in Scottsdale,
Arizona, encourages patrons
to enhance their food or drink
by licking a dining room wall
made of Himalayan rock salt.

This sounds so improbable
that the satirical NPR quiz
show Wait Wait… Don’t Tell
Me actually used the story
for one its stump-the-celebrity quiz questions: “Which of
these news stories is actually
true?”
And yes, Virginia, it’s true.
The head chef at The Mission
restaurant brought in the

rocks to “improve the overall ambiance and add a unique
touch” for customers enjoying tequila shots. For those
who are squeamish about the
germs, the rock salt reportedly has natural sanitary properties, but the restaurant staff
also regularly wipe down the
walls.
I think I’ll stick with the
beer, thanks all the same.

Mr. Riley, 30, who raps
under the name 213 Jugg
god, was one of four people arrested in Nashville
on June 6 for robbing an
ATM technician as he serviced a machine at a Bank of
America location.
Riley’s
videos
have
appeared on YouTube, and
his latest song is called Make
It Home. It refers to… you
guessed it: robbing ATMs.
Riley and his co-criminals
are from Houston, so they’re
facing federal charges and
FBI scrutiny. Meanwhile,
the Houston Police Officers’
Union mocked Mr. Riley on
its Facebook page: “IRONY:
When you make a rap
song called Make It Home
about bank jugging and hitting ATMs out of state, and
then don’t make it home to
Houston.”
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Granite
Portals

Continued from page 18

According to Coldspring, over
8,250 cubic feet of Kenoran Sage
granite in natural and thermal finishes were used to create the two
entry portals, standing at 16 feet
tall and 20 feet tall respectively.
The largest blocks measured 4 x 4
x 14 feet.
“They are pretty big stones,”
Goldberg admits. “Big stones to
quarry, big stones to handle, certainly big stones to set.”
In fact, it would take about 30
truckloads to transport the material from Canada to Coldspring in
Minnesota, which then needed to
be fabricated.
“They had to be fabricated based
on the pieces at the bottom first,
moving on to the top because you
obviously have to set the pieces
on the bottom first and then stack
as you go up,” Goldberg notes,
and that’s how they were shipped.
Because of the extreme size and
weight, some trucks could only
handle one block while some had
two. “There’s only so much the
trucks can withstand and there are
road weight limits,” he adds.
The next challenge was with
the fabrication, and this is where
Goldberg says Coldspring excels.
He finds that there aren’t a lot of
companies with their vast experience and skills to do this kind of
work.

One thing Goldberg was inspired by was the drill marks that occur
during the quarrying process. He thought they could make for a
visually intriguing texture and would allow him to show how the stone
was the by-product of the quarry. Photo by Brad J. Goldberg

“They’re on the cutting edge of
this kind of mixture of technology
and hand working and also just
old-fashioned techniques,” says
Goldberg. “It’s really interesting and it’s really exciting. I challenged them by bringing a project
to them like this and they’re always
up for the challenge.”
Goldberg was inspired to use
large blocks so the extraction process of the granite in the quarry
could really come through.
Goldberg opted to use a thermal
texture on the inside of the leaf
shapes and along the edges. This
high temperature flame process
makes these areas of the pieces
look very refined in contrast to the
drill marks and rough texture on
the faces of the quarry blocks.
After quarrying, the blocks

were cut and prepared for a
mock-up review by Goldberg
at the Coldspring facility. Once
accepted, the fabrication proceeded with typical, high-quality
Coldspring attention to detail.
During the fabrication process,
the site was also being prepared
for the installation.

Installing Sylvan Portals
Dee Brown Inc., a Richardson,
Texas-based company Goldberg
has used in the past to install projects, was tasked to offload the
blocks at the site with three masons
and a 160-ton crane to help set the
pieces into place within a tolerance
of 1/8 of an inch. Ken Bownds,
the stone structural engineer with
Curtainwall Design Consulting
(CDC), devised a system of

hoisting the blocks into place using
stainless steel all-thread pins set in
a high strength Hilti epoxy and
shackles. In addition to the stainless-steel pins functioning to lift
the blocks, the same pins became
the dowels between the stones.
There were no staging areas to
hold the stone, according to Robert
Barnes, III, president and CEO of
Dee Brown, Inc., which meant
stone shipments were carefully
orchestrated to allow for elements
to be picked from the truck and
directly placed into position upon
arrival, since it also took a fair
amount of time to unload them.
It took a tremendous amount of
planning and scheduling between
Coldspring and Dee Brown to
coordinate deliveries since it also
took a couple of days for the stone
to arrive from Coldspring’s headquarters in Minnesota.
Setting had to be done by crane
and the heaviest stone was roughly
40,000 pounds.
“Logistics was probably the most
challenging part of this project,”
admits Barnes, who noted there
were several things that needed
to be addressed throughout the

process. “There was the existing
landscape and there was the location of the project with the roads.
With the crane and pieces that big,
you have to have multiple lifting
locations to be able to spread the
load evenly so that the crane operator can bring that thing down as
level as humanly possible.”
Maneuvering and setting such
large and heavy stones in their
place without a crane would have
been impossible. “I think if you hit
the piece with a truck, you couldn’t
move the stone,” he adds.
Goldberg was onsite every day,
often as early as 6:30 a.m. until
mid-afternoon, working alongside
the experienced setting crew.
“You epoxy these pins in at the
end of the day and by the morning,
they are hardened. These threaded,
stainless steel pins are the lifting
device for the blocks.
Please turn to page 24
After quarrying, the blocks
were cut and prepared for a
mock-up review by Goldberg
at the Coldspring facility. Once
accepted, the fabrication proceeded with typical, high-quality Coldspring attention to dePhoto by Brad J. Goldberg
tail.

According to Coldspring, over 8,250 cubic feet of Kenoran Sage granite in natural and thermal finishes were used to create the two entry portals, standing at 16 feet tall and 20 feet tall respectively.
The largest blocks measured 4 x 4 x 14 feet. Photo by Brad J. Goldberg

Setting had to be done by crane, and the heaviest stone was
roughly 40,000 pounds. Photo by Dee Brown
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August is the Ideal Month
for Procrastinators

H

ere are a few of the things
I associate with August:
Heat, humidity, sweat,
bugs, thunderstorms, weeds.

Given that bleak lineup, it’s
natural to assume August is my
least-favorite page of the calendar, right?
Heavens, no!
August ranks close to the top.
That’s because August — like
favored-status November and
May — is a transitional month, a
blend of old and new.

Sam Venable
Department of Irony

Summer certainly isn’t over.
Autumn certainly isn’t here. It’s
just, well, August. And the livin’
sho’ is easy.
Yes, August can be hot as a
blowtorch, sticky as Gorilla tape,
sweatier than a sauna.
It can deliver mosquitoes,
horseflies, yellowjackets, ticks,
chiggers and other vile creepy-

crawlies in swarms that rival a
biblical plague.
Abrupt lightning, wind and torrents of rain always are possible—at noon or midnight and all
points between.
And even the Kelly-greenest of
spring lawns can mutate into a
crabgrass jungle right before your
eyes.
So? Ain’t no biggie.
In August, you can play any
cards Mother Nature deals
because you know the game isn’t
over. Don’t fold, just keep bluffing a little longer. The jackpot
awaits.
There’s no rush about August.
It lets us mark time — or tread
water in a pool, stream or lake, as
the case may more accurately be.
August is a procrastinator’s
dream. Trust the Crown Prince of
Procrastination.
Whatever you were supposed to
do, but didn’t, in June and July is
ancient history now and doesn’t
matter.

Conversely, September and
October are well into the future—
much too distant to fret about
what you’re supposed to do, and
probably won’t, when they finally
arrive.
If I were commissioned to draw
the official seal and motto of
August, I’d be tempted to heist the
image of the late, great Mad magazine’s Alfred E. Neuman and his
signature “What, Me Worry?”
logo. Instead, a simple sketch of
shrugged shoulders overlain with
“Meh! Pfft!” would suffice.
Well, yes; to be truly official,
“Meh! Pfft!” should be spelled in
Latin. That’s something I need to
look up in a Latin-English dictionary. I’ll get around to it sometime. No need to break a sweat
right now.
In fact, I’m going to cease typing. It’s 10:15 p.m., the perfect quitting time for an evening
writer, a time that bears a parallel theme with August: Too late
to keep chiseling, too early for
bed. It is the perfect time to pour a
taste of old vine red and repair to
the screened breezeway to enjoy
my nightly concert of a billion
katydids singing in unison and a

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS
BRIDGE SAW WALLS • FLOORS
JIB CRANE FOOTINGS
MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

Protecting Your Investment!
SERVING ALL OF USA & CANADA SINCE 2005!

CALL 877.999.1175
or 404.543.0446

ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

F U L LY I N S U R E D | A L L W O R K G U A R A N T E E D | A L L S T R U C T U R E S E N G I N E E R - D E S I G N E D

“Freedom is never more
than one generation
away from extinction.
We didn’t pass it to our
children in the bloodstream. It must be
fought for, protected,
and handed on for
them to do the same.”
– Ronald Regan
handful of tree frogs performing
individually.
I’ll never tire of this music. It
always reminds me of August.
Sam Venable is an author,
comedic entertainer, and humor
columnist for the Knoxville (TN)
News Sentinel. His latest book is
“The Joke’s on YOU! (All I Did
Was Clean Out My Files).” He
may be reached at sam.venable@
outlook.com.
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“I really want people to feel a
sense of grace,” Goldberg adds.
Before people enter, he recognizes there is a sense of chaos from
the world around them. And as
they walk through the portal,
they’re permitted to leave that
chaos behind and sort of leave
the outside world, he explains.

Roll On, Bro

Continued from page 22

“We would start out in the morning and set as many blocks as we
could,” Goldberg explains.
The team would usually set one
row, or one course, and not more
than that because they’d need to
set the row in a full bed of mortar.
“It’s not like they’re just setting on
shims and the space in between is
hollow,” Goldberg explains. “You
have to set the shims on the foundation, place a full bed of mortar
and then set the block and make
sure it’s perfectly level and perfectly aligned to the shape of the
piece. It’s a tricky process with
1/8” tolerances on the large granite blocks. You don’t make a huge
amount of progress every day, but
you make progress.”
Barnes and his team love working with artists like Goldberg,
since it’s outside their daily routine
and stretches their problem-solving abilities. In this case, they
needed to figure out how to make
this installation look as seamless as possible once constructed
Photo by Dee Brown

and to do so, everything had to be
exact. Even one tiny chip in a corner would be an issue because it
wouldn’t be perfect.
“We had to be very patient. We
had to be very cautious. And to do
something like that, you’ve got to
have a very good crane operator
and communicate well with them
in order to keep everybody safe,”
adds Barnes.
By November 2019, after five
weeks of erecting the pieces without any breakage, the installation
was complete.

An Artist’s Vision
Comes To Life
“A lot of people don’t pay
attention to the world around
them,” Goldberg says. He realizes some people will probably
look at Sylvan Portals and say,
“wow, that’s cool” and go about
their business as usual. That’s fine
with him. Then there are others,
he says, who will stop and really
notice the details. They might
notice the dynamic shape and the
cutout that looks like a leaf. They
will analyze it and notice the natural stone. That’s fine with him,

too. The piece will connect with
those who want to connect with it.
Even those driving past at 40 miles
per hour can notice and appreciate
them, he says, due to their size.
Each portal includes a quote by
two prominent nature advocates:
John Muir and Rachel Carson.
Goldberg says he wanted to highlight nature as much as possible
in his piece and including these
quotes is part of the overall design
and feeling.
“I really want people to feel a
sense of grace,” he adds. Before
people enter, he recognizes there
is a sense of chaos from the world
around them. And as they walk
through the portal, they’re permitted to leave that chaos behind and
sort of leave the outside world,
Goldberg explains. Today’s environment isn’t built for people to
just walk around and ride their
bikes, he says. The portals allow
people to transition from a busy
street.
“You enter the world of a forest,” he adds. “Once inside the forest, there aren’t buildings or a lot
of things. There is that sense of
forest bathing and a sense of peace
and calm and people can bike
through it and or walk through it.”

Stone as Stone
Goldberg’s son is an architect and while he saw the concept during the design phase, it
was when he saw the piece in person that he really appreciated the
use of natural stone as part of the
design.
“This is stone, stone as stone,”
Goldberg adds. Natural stone
inspires people to become more
creative and while he recognizes
it’s hard for architects to make the
visit to stone supplier operations
like Coldspring, Goldberg says the
trek is worth it.
“The hardest thing is to get
an architect to travel up to
Coldspring,” says Goldberg, who
insists it’s just not that hard since
it’s easy to get there by air or driving and the payoff is unmatched.
Once they arrive and see the natural stone in person, experience
what is involved in extracting and

fabricating it, and then realizing
the capabilities for doing creative
things with the material, it opens
up so many possibilities.
Today and for years to come, residents and visitors of Richardson,
Texas, will be able to leave the
chaos of the world behind and
enjoy some calm and serenity as
they pass through Sylvan Portals
at Spring Creek Nature Area.
Spring Creek Nature Area and
Sylvan Portals earned a 2020
Pinnacle Award of Excellence
from the Natural Stone Institute.
“There is something romantic,
and with some difficulty, to cull
out and keep the remains of stone
cuts,” jurors said. “Playing up the
drill holes is a nice touch as a use
of texture. It softens the face of the
stone. We like the massive scale of
the stone sculptures and the simplicity of the project as a highly
appropriate gateway, marking the
entrance to a nature preserve.”
Concludes on page 25

Project Title and location:
Spring Creek Nature
Area, Richardson, Texas
Artist: Brad J. Goldberg,
Dallas, Texas
Landscape
Architect: DCBA
Landscape Architects,
Plano, Texas
Stone Supplier(s):
Coldspring, Kenora,
Ontario, Canada
(Kenoran Sage granite)
Stone Fabricator:
Coldspring, Cold
Spring, Minnesota
Stone Installer: Dee Brown,
Inc., Richardson, Texas
Engineer: Curtainwall
Design Consulting,
Dallas, Texas
This article originally
appeared in the Fall 2021
issue of Building Stone
Magazine. Visit www.buildingstonemagazine.com
to
read more.
Megy Karydes is a
Chicago-based writer. Find
her at MegyKarydes.com .
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Granite Portals

Announcing
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“There is something romantic, and with some difficulty, to cull out and keep the
remains of stone cuts,” Pinnacle Award jurors said. “Playing up the drill holes is a
nice touch as a use of texture. It softens the face of the stone.”

A 2-in-1 super strength
adhesive and color
matched sealant!
TopSeal from Integra Adhesives
is the ultimate one-stop product
for countertop fabricators and
installers. TopSeal is both an
WOOD’S POWR-GRIP®
VACUUM LIFTERS & HAND CUPS

shower panels, wall panels and

 Every product is
individually tested and
approved before shipping

Plus, TopSeal is tinted to blend with

Visit WPG.com or call 800.548.7341
for more information on WPG’s
stone-handling products.

V

icky Umodu of
Colton, California,
was thrilled to find two free
sofas and a matching chair
on Craigslist for her new
house. She was skeptical,
but the owners explained
that a family member had
passed away, and they were
liquidating the possessions,
ABC7 News reported.

high-strength grab is perfect for

 Specifically designed for safety

 USA Manufacturer
Complies with ANSI standards

Bonus!

adhesive and sealant. The quick,

When she got the furniture home, she felt some
kind of item in one of the
cushions and thought it
might be a heating pad, but
upon further inspection, she
found several envelopes
filled with cash. “I was
just telling my son, ‘Come,
come, come!’ I was screaming, ‘This is money! I need
to call the guy!’ ” Umodu
found a staggering $36,000

in total. She returned the
cash to the family, who
told her they had found
other hidden stashes in the
deceased man’s home, but
not such large amounts.
As a gesture of thanks,
they gave Umodu $2,200,
money she needed for a
refrigerator. “I was not
expecting a dime from him
– seriously, I was not,” she
explained.

backsplashes.
its surrounding material. TopSeal
is free of solvents and won’t yellow.
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 colors at launch
Adheres to most surfaces
Excellent gap filler—low shrinkage
Waterproof
10–15 minute open time
Solvent-free

Talk to your
Integra Adhesives distributor today!

www.integra-adhesives.com
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Reptile Roundup is On!

The Slippery Rock Marketplace

i
V

Patented Undermount Sink Clips

There’s a new Viper in town
BBIndustriesLLC.com

F

lanked by a huge writhing snake, Florida Gov.
Ron DeSantis announced
that the annual prize-winning hunt for invasive
Burmese pythons in the
Florida Everglades will
begin Aug. 5, 2022.
People must register to
participate and complete
an online training course
for the event, which typically draws hundreds from
across the country. Last
year’s “Python Challenge”
involved more than 600
people from 25 states,
DeSantis said at a news conference in the Everglades.
Behind the Republican
governor, it took three people to hold a live, 10-foot
female python as a demonstration. The snakes have
virtually no natural enemies in the Everglades and
have decimated native populations of mammals, birds
and other reptiles.
“These pythons are a
threat to the Everglades,”
DeSantis said. “Let’s reel in

some pythons!”
The hunt begins August 5
at 8 a.m. and ends August
14 at 5 p.m. Prizes include
$2,500 for the most pythons
captured and $1,500 for the
longest snake. Last year,
the first-prize winner captured 223 pythons, while
the $1,500 winner bagged
a snake that was more
than 15 feet (4.5 meters)
long. Snakes must be killed
humanely.

800-575-4401

Fast. Flexible. Financing.1
Visit: Ascentium.info/Rock2022
Financing dependent on credit parameters.

1

FAST. SIMPLE. SECURE.
www.sinkits.com

(417) 374-7373

We produce durable, easy-to-use stone
processing and handling equipment that
will help the stone fabricator increase
production while decreasing costs.
www.rye-corp.com

MADE IN THE USA

FAB KING • HUSKY • PRISM MITER
RENEGADE • RYDRATOR • TILT-A-SLAB
Save BIG on
Hercules stone
transport solutions.

BBIndustriesLLC.com
800-575-4401

DeSantis said this year’s
state budget includes $3
million specifically for
python removal in the
Everglades, including technology such as infrared
sensors to locate the hardto-see snakes in the wild.
A key point of the snake
event, the governor said,
is to raise awareness about
the threat and enable people to take part.
“We view this as a challenge,” he said. “We
really wanted to supercharge those efforts to save
our Everglades for future
generations.”

info@sinkits.com

Material Handling • Air Tools • Electric Tools

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS • BRIDGE SAW WALLS
FLOORS • JIB CRANE FOOTINGS •MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

CALL 877.999.1175 or 404.543.0446
ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

Experienced and Specializing in:
Training/ Calibration /Troubleshooting of OMAG CNCs
Countertop production and fabrication stategies
EasySTONE and EasySTONE-NCsoftware

Phone: (970) 309-4339
Email: jerry@kiddimprovements.com
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RECESSION
AHEAD!
Pressured to drop prices?
Backlog disappearing?

Grow the Retail Side of your Countertop Company

“It’s funny – we were shopping for back-to-school
and my mom was in the aisle skipping and whistling
to herself. And I gotta say, I’ve seen better
prices on pencils.”

You only get retail countertop jobs from
word- of-mouth leads and referrals.
You’ve tried marketing in the past and it didn’t
work to bring in jobs.
You don’t have a system to follow-up with
homeowners in order to close more jobs.
BOOK A FREE STRATEGY CALL TODAY
to find out how we can help
https://countertopmarketingco.com/

Sales volume decreasing?

GET HELP.
BE PREPARED.
Sponsored By:

Fabricators Business Academy.com
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
For Sale
Steinex Igloo Stone Splitter w/Sherpa.
Stone splitter w/sherpa. 215 hours $125k
for both. Contact: Paul Holloway, 775246-0105, accounting@nemasonry.net .
___________
Prussiani Platino 2000 CNC Work
Center 2017. Prussiani Platino 2000
CNC Work Center 2017 with: Fagor 8070
Numerical Control, 10k RPM Spindle, 37
Tools, 19-HP Motor. Age: 2017 Location:
Fullerton, CA. X-Axis Stroke 149 5/8˝,
Y-Axis Stroke 78 3/4˝, Z-Axis Stroke
13 3/4˝, A-Axis Rotation 360°, B-Axis
Inclination -1/ +1°, X & Y Axis Rapid
Speed 164 fpm, Z-Axis Rapid Speed 98.4
fpm, Tool-Holder Spindle Motor 19-HP,
Tool-Holder Spindle Rotation Speed
0-10,000 RPM, Spindle Tool Holder ISO
40, Tool Stations 37 Max., Total Power
26.8 HP. Equipped With: Fagor 8070
Interpolated Numerical Control. Video:
https://youtu.be/Yvts1corkd0 *Bank
REPO Open to Offers* Price: $99,500.00.
Contact: Randy Goodman, 714-441-1992,
bfm@actmachinery.com .
___________

Classified Ad Guidelines

ads taken over the phone–No exceptions.

•To submit a print or online classified
ad, visit slipperyrockgazette.net/
listingform – you will be sent
a confirmation email. Send
other ad inquiries to publisher@
slipperyrockgazette.net.

•Please review all your ad info before
submitting – The Slippery Rock is not
responsible for ads submitted with the
wrong contact info or content. Visit the
SRG website for the ad submission page.

•Maximum of 70 words or less per
ad. All classified ads must be typed–No

Ads not meeting guidelines will not be
published.

2022 Classified Ad Deadlines

Ad Submission Deadline
Friday, July 22, 2022
Friday, August 26, 2022
Friday, September 23, 2022

Issue
September 2022
October 2022
November 2022

Limestone Fabrication Facility.
Turnkey limestone Fabrication business for sale in southern Indiana. We
have all the equipment inside a 7200
Sq Ft Butler steel building with double
girder overhead crane. Please call for
more information. Contact: Michael
Donham, 812-829-5663, mdonham@
accentlimestone.com.
___________

Help Wanted
CNC Operator/Programmer. We are
looking for a CNC Operator with
minimum 2 years experience. Stone
layout knowledge required. CAD/
CAM required-Alphacam program +.
Mechanical aptitude and good math
skills. A keen eye for detail and resultdriven approach. Good communication abilities. Competitive Pay based
on experience. We offer health benefits and PTO. 775-359-2445, juliethestonegal@gmail.com.
___________
Stone Fabricators Needed. Located in
Asheville. We’ve been in business for
over 25 yrs. Come be part of our family business & join the timeless Trade
of Stone Fabrication:
Senior Stone Fabricator
– Salary based on experience, plus
Overtime & Paid Time off. M-F: 8am
- 4:30pm
Duties & Responsibilities: •Finish fabrication of stone & quartz countertops,
tops, fireplaces, showers, etc. • Color
fill, patching/chip matching experience
is a must • Site repair, seam matching & repair; sink setting is a must
•Knowledge of various stone types &

$56,300.00 USD
While Supplies Last

EXW Whitehall, NY
•110 TON SPLITTING FORCE
• 25.2” BLADE LENGTH
• 17.72” SPLITTING HEIGHT
• 11 KW PUMP UPGRADE
• 5.05” PER SECOND DESCENT
• 6.49” PER SECOND RETRACT
• TESTED and PRESSURES SET PRIOR TO SHIPMENT (518) 499-0602
• CURRENTLY IN STOCK, WHITEHALL, NY 12887

ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com
Learn Stone & Tile Troubleshooting

CABLE SAWS FOR SALE

Custom built by owner – $35K

Custom built by owner – $125K

Business Opportunities

IGLOO 640 X 450 100t

Cuts boulders 6’ x 16’ long, many modifications
built-in. To see in action, go to www.youtube.com/
channel/UC2uj5WVOZNiYfPVsfUU88kw and
watch “The Making of Claire’s Arch”

Email accounting@nemasonry.net or call us for more details.
Northeast Masonry 32 Cash Drive Mound House, NV 89706 • 775.246.0105
their properties is a must •A willingness to be part of a team environment,
while at the same time being self-motivated & goal oriented.
Qualification & Requirements: •Own
transportation •Have stone fabrication
experience, 3 yr. minimum. •References
required upon application •A strong
eye for detail a must •A strong eye for
design is very helpful.
Entry-level Stone Fabricator
+/- $16/hr plus Overtime & Paid
Time off M-F: 8am - 4:30pm
Are you good with your hands? Love to make
things? Are strong & able bodied? Have a
hunger to learn & become part of a long
standing family business? Then come learn
the timeless Trade of Stone Fabrication.
Duties & Responsibilities: •Learning
•Finish fabrication on stone & quartz
countertops, tops, fireplaces, showers, etc.
•Have a good eye & a craftsman mentality
•Self-motivated & goal oriented. •A willingness to be part of a team environment,
help out when needed - a team player.
Qualification & Requirements: •Own
transportation
•Stone
Familiarity
encouraged •A willingness to learn
a trade, which takes years to master.
Contact: Mountain Marble & Granite
Inc, 828-225-0001, ana@mountainmarble.com.
___________
Turnkey Shop for Sale
Looking to get out of the business. Shop is
located just outside Buffalo, New York. I
am willing to take monthly payments, with

some money down. We have 2 Intermac
master 43 CNCs, a Yukon 2 bridge saw,
overhead crane with vac lifters– everything
you need to get started. Maybe some help,
too – owner willing to stick around to help
with the change over. Email: stonetech45@
gmail.commarble.com.
___________

Stone Forensics is once again
offering its popular Stone Inspection Seminar as an affordable, self
guided PowerPoint presentation.
Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile
Inspection course and learn how
to take your skills to the next level
as a certified stone inspector.
Evaluate installations, understand
crack propagation, troubleshoot
failures, learn problem solving
for stain removal, efflorescence,
lippage, and more.
See the stoneforensics.com
website for more online training
opportunities.

Troubleshooting
pitting and spalling,
moisture, rust damage and more will be
covered in Dr. Fred’s
in-depth class.

• Learn physical
and chemical
testing, troubleshoot
problems
• Earn Up to $300
per hour
• Includes class
manual & three
technical calls to
Dr. Fred

Call 321-514-6845 Stoneforensics.com

Wanted
Carrara Marble tiles - broken, damaged, closeouts. We buy pallets of Carrara
Marbles - Carrara, Calacatta, Statuario ,
broken tiles, rejects, closeouts overruns
leftover. Contact: Luigi Castelli, 216-3611222, luigi@castellimarble.com .
___________

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Igloo 640 x450: 132 Ton Splitting force;
25.2” Blade Length; 17.72” Splitting Ht.; 15kW;
Pump Upgrade; 6.39” Per/Second Blade Descent
Speed; 1.17” Per/Second Retract Speed
Sherpa T4: Moterized Conveyor; Load on left,
goes right w/o control console; High side boards;
13.2’ L x 39.47” W x 37.4” H; Reinforced design

CALL FOR
PRICING
& MORE

Northeast Masonry 32 Cash Drive Mound House, NV 89706 • 775.246.0105

“Republics are created by the
virtue, public spirit, and
intelligence of the citizens. They
fall, when the wise are banished
from the public councils, because
they dare to be honest, and the
profligate are rewarded, because
they flatter the people,
in order to betray them.”
—Joseph Story

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

“I think I see why we’re not getting anywhere.”
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such a highly skilled and
demanding profession.

Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner

Q: Do you work mostly
residential or commercial projects, and which
do you prefer?
A: I actually do quite a bit
of both, and each have their
pros and cons. Commercial
restoration
sometimes
offers the opportunity to
be part of historic renovations, which I always enjoy
very much.

Interview With a Restoration Contractor

T

his month, I am sitting
down with Julie Murrell,
the owner –operator of
Knoxville Marble Polish. Julie,
who also happens to be my wife of
almost 30 years, has been successfully operating KMP as a femaleowned business for many years
now. I do consult and occasionally
help on projects that require additional expertise (or simply put, manpower). Of course, consulting is part
of what I do with all of my M3 contractor customers, on a daily basis.

As many of you know, I have
been in the thick of this business
(fabrication, restoration, and concrete work) for over 40 years. I
worked on everything from the
sales of small and large equipment,
diamond tooling, chemical products
and accessories to teaching one of
the most popular and longest-running training schools at the old VIC
International Corp. I taught thousands of students over many, many
years. I also grew up with all of the
old guard in this business like Dr.
Fred Hueston, the Donatellis, several Italian manufacturer experts,
and many who are no longer with
us.
So when I started dabbling in the
restoration of natural stone, terrazzo, and concrete on the side,
I was initially just trying to earn
extra money on the weekends to get
a Mustang, Sea Ray boat or some
other material thing that always
seemed just out of my financial
reach. It was during this time that
Julie started helping me. She soaked
up my technical knowledge, salesmanship, and most importantly,
confidence, like a sponge. This confidence is especially key for success
in this and many other businesses.
She also had something I didn’t— a
great eye for detail.
Julie was always the one to make
sure that KMP went well above
and beyond the minimum scope of
work. For example, if the surrounding area was dirty in a kitchen, and
after refinishing and sealing a countertop, Julie would clean the stove,
backsplash, and any other surfaces
nearby that weren’t part of the scope
of work specified in the contract.
She would always leave a project in
extra pristine condition, which gave

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies

Photos by Bob Murrell

her an excellent reputation with her
clients, from day one.
That’s how Julie came to this
business of restoration and she has
been doing it, quite successfully
now, for at least 20 years. She is
very smart and totally dedicated to
her work. Some locals have even
given her the title of “the Marble
Whisperer.”
So, let’s find out what she feels
enables her to be so successful, in

Many KMP projects are upscale
and can be quite interesting.

The job enables Julie Murrell to meet new and interesting
people — and sometimes other things!

Q: Do you feel your pricing is on par with competitors and similar trades?
A: Well, that’s an interesting question. One of
my most memorable
moments was being on a residential job, restoring a kitchen countertop, when a plumber came and went
inside of an hour and charged the
customer $290 to unclog a toilet. I
thought to myself, I might be in the
wrong business…
Q: How do you market KMP?
A: Honestly, I let a wonderful lady
named Debbie Shaw and her amazing team at SurpHaces handle
my internet presence and I handle
customer satisfaction. Word–of–
mouth, and of course my KMP van,
take care of the rest.
Q: What do most of your clients
need help with?
A: Hands down, education. Most
homeowners have not been given
or read the care instructions for the
surfaces in their home. So, most of
my work consists of hitting a reset
button on fairly new installations
of marble counters and floors. I am
very adamant on the front end about
stone care on the backside being the
key to not having me back.
Q: What would you do differently,
if you could?
A: If it were possible, to do a little consulting work on the front end
with interior designers. I think it

Doing whatever the job requires. In this case, cutting off carpet
tack strip nails embedded in terrazzo.

could go a long way toward producing a better outcome for the customers and ultimately a better long-term
confidence in the interior design
process, where the use of natural
stone is concerned.
Q: What do you like most about
what you do?
A: First, I absolutely love the people! I have met so many amazing people from all over the globe
through my work in the stone business, followed by the diversity of
projects.
Whether my customers know it or
not, I benefit greatly from the input
they share with me on their experiences. I have been doing this for a
long time now, and yet I still seem
to learn something new quite often.
One thing about dealing with natural stone products, nothing is always
exactly the same. Nature and millions of years always seem to be
able to throw you a curve ball, so
the key is lots of batting practice.
……
As always, and before beginning
any new project, I recommend submitting a test area to confirm the
results and the procedure, prior to
starting a stone or hard surface restoration/maintenance project. Also,
the best way to help ensure success
is by partnering with a good distributor, like BB Industries, that knows
the business. They can help with
technical support, product purchase
decisions, logistics, and other pertinent project information.
Bob Murrell has worked in the
natural stone industry for over
40 years and is well known for
his expertise in natural stone, tile
and decorative concrete restoration and maintenance. He helped
develop some of the main products
and processes which revolutionized the industry, and is currently
the Director of Operations for M3
Technologies.
The KMP van makes a great
billboard!
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YOU WOULDN’T BUY A CAR, WITHOUT
A STEERING WHEEL, RIGHT?
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR STONE WITH THE AQUA JAW ™ CARRY VISE ™

•
•
•
•

Allows you to go upstairs and over uneven terrain
Will not slip off wet stone
Highest weight capacity (800lb per pair) on the market!
Clamping range: 0.15”–4.25” (4 mm–108 mm)

Learn More Here

Not only will it not slip off, but it won’t come off until you take it off. Using the Aqua Jaw™Carry
Vise™ is like having your own personal handle to steer, lift, and move your material with ease.

Omni_SRG_AquaJaw_FP_AD_v1_062922

(530) 748-3120
omnicubed.com
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Natural Thinstone Veneer
Patterns Explained

IF

you have researched natural Thinstone Veneer or
spent any time on the internet
seeking inspiration, you already
know one thing: there are more
options to personalize your space
than you imagined! Natural stone
is quarried across the country, in
a variety of types, color schemes,
and shapes. Delgado Stone alone
has more than 20 different types
of stone, and most are available in
five different patterns.

Fireplace featuring Spruce
Mountainstone,stripconstruction.
Stone provided by New
Hampshire Thinstone.

Lisa Miller

layered look when used for stone
walls or fireplaces (as you can
see in the photo below, featuring
design and install by Rockport
Post and Beam and Larry Luce
Masonry, LLC.) The smallest
pattern of the five, Ledgestone
can be used for a wide range of
projects, from home siding to step
risers.

Delgado Stone
Strip Veneer
Strip is the pattern that most
resembles the layout of brick. The
face ranges from approximately
five to eight inches in height, and
12 to 18 inches in length. Stones
are all cut to almost the same
size so they fit together to create a smooth, flat surface. The

Roughly Square Veneer
Roughly Square and Rectangle (typically referred to
as Square & Rec) pieces are
“roughly” six by six inches
and larger, while the rectangular pieces are longer. In contrast
to the Mosaic pattern, Square &
Rec is used to create a clean and
more modern look. Often used
for exterior siding, Square & Rec
offers a smooth, consistent shape
that puts the focus on the color
choice and range.

Ashlar Veneer

Colonial Tan ashlar veneer,
stone installed by Northeast
Walls and Patios.

This project features a custom
mix of CT Blend thinstone patterns.

With the right planning and
approach, the range of choices
is beneficial because each pattern has different characteristics. The traits you like the most
about a particular stone can be
enhanced by the pattern you
choose. The Mosaic, Strip, and
Roughly Square and Rectangle
patterns feature the stone face,
while the Ledgestone and Ashlar
showcase the end grain. Here is a
closer look at each of them.

Mosaic Veneer
Mosaic
includes
irregular
shapes that fit together like a puzzle, allowing you to create your
own unique design. The face surface ranges from approx. .25 to
1.25 square feet. Mosaic patterns
are a popular choice to give projects a more natural, rustic look.
Accent walls, like this one, featuring Connecticut Blend and
the talents of JJ Stone Design
and Masonry, is a great example
of how a little stone makes a big
impact.

Even with a wide range of
options, there are no bounds for
imagination and creativity, as you
can see in projects (like the one
at the top of the page) that feature their own blend of different patterns. Homeowners often
coordinate with their masons and
dealers to select a truly customized design that fits their individual project. We love seeing the
way these projects maximize the
impact of natural stone and showcase the talents of the designers
and installers!

Mosaic accent wall using CT
Blend, by JJ Stone and Masonry.

rectangular shape makes Strip a
good fit for projects needing consistent and longer stones. This
fireplace project features the
talents of Lakeside Masonry
using Spruce Mountain Strip.

Ledgestone Veneer
Ledgestone (typically referred
to as Ledge) is made up of thincut pieces of natural stone, often
used for siding. These end-grain
pieces run in size approximately
one to four inches in height, and
six to fourteen inches in length.
This pattern creates a unique,

Ashlar is a combination of
approximately 50 percent Strip
pieces (rectangular) 25 percent Ledge and 25 percent
Small Squares. The combination of these three patterns
provides the mason with the flexibility to create a unique design
for each project. In the photo
example, Northeast Walls and
Patios installed Colonial Tan in
the Ashlar pattern for the new
home’s entryway, pillars, and
arch siding.

Fireplace designed with Connecticut Blend Ledgestone.

Lisa Miller is a Customer
Experience
Associate
with
Delgado Stone. You can read
more of her blog posts at Delgado
stone.com/blog.
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email: sales@wehausa.com

www.wehausa.com

ph: 877-315-4761

Weha “PIG” Planetary Polisher
Re-polish, Repair, Hone, and Leather Surfaces

Built for stone countertops. This is NOT a modified floor machine!
Repolish or hone in the shop or inside the home!
Before

After

•

Repolish, hone, leather:
Granite, Marble, Quartz, Stone, Concrete.
• Remove Mesh.
•

Quickly hone or polish the underside of overhangs.
•

Scan QR code for videos
of the PIG in operation

Scan QR code for
all PIG specifications

Flip the stone and finish the back side.
• Work with full slabs.
•

Comes with a handle for full slabs and floor work.
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Go To The MASTERS

PERMIT #255

KNOXVILLE, TN

PRSRT-STD

U.S. POSTAGE PAID
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with

and Integra!

It’s a Hole-In-One Opportunity!

For every case of Integra purchased, you will earn an entry
into the drawing for 1 of 2 tickets to attend the

2023 Masters Golf Tournament,
April 2-9 in Augusta, Georgia.

• 1 case = 20 tubes, colors can be mixed
• Case quantity must be purchased on single order to qualify

4100 A ppalachian W ay
K noxville , TN 37918
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NO Registration Necessary!
Purchases are ONLY valid
from 6/15/22 thru 12/31/22

2 Winners TBA at TISE 2023

Masters Tournament tickets and 		
accommodations are included

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online www.BBIndustriesLLC.com
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The Husky Bridge Saw’s
controls are easy to use!
You can operate the saw
using the control panel
and the wireless remote
at the same time.

Distributed by:

MADE IN THE USA

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com u Sales: 800-575-4401 & 865-310-5416
RYE-Corp Customer Service: 865-988-3823

